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                  Chapter I

                  INTRODUCTXON•

     Moieeular oxygen is a simple eompound indispensable

for our daily life, for example, in the respiration and

combustion. From the physico-phemical viewpoints, the

interaction of molecular oxygen with organic moleeules

leads to a number of interesting physieal and chemieal

phenornena. For exarnple, oxygen dissolved in organie substances

gives rise to the charge--transfer absorption bands and

enhanees the triplet"-•singZet absorption bands. Molecular

oxygen aiso reversibly quenehes both the excited singlet

and triplet states ot organic rnolecules in what appears to

be a simple physicai process, that is, a process in which

no ehemical reaetion takes place. Xt has recently become

apparent that photosentitized oxidation react' ions of organic

substances by oxygen involve singlet excited oxygen as an

intermediate. These interesting behaviors of moleeular

oxygen can be ascribed to the following three characteristic

properties of oxygen: (1) relatively large eleetron.

affinity, (2) paramagnetic( tripiet ) in the ground state,
(3) having iow-lying excited singlet states, IAg and lzil.

The present work has been undertaken'te make Åíurther studies
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on the interaetion of oxygen with organic molecules in

the ground and excited states.

     The microporous surfaee structure of some solid

materials seems to have its fascinating characters for

the study on intermolecular interaetions. Among many

spectral investigations of moleeules adsorbed on the

surface of solids, the changes of the electronic absorption
                                                           'spectra due to the physical or chemieaZ adsorption have

been of particular interest. Until now, less attention

has been paid to the spectroscopic study on the molecuZar

interactions between adsorbed molecules. The large

surface area of porous materiais aUows adsorption ef

large quantities of donor and aceeptor moZecules in a

limited volume, whieh faeilitate the contaet between donor

and acceptor moiecules on the surface. This helps us to

measure the absorption spectra of complexes with srnall

extinction coefficients or small equUibrium.constants

even in the absorption region of component Tnolecules

(hereafter we call this new teehnique " adsorption technique").

     With this adsorption technique, we have sueceeded to

obtain further information on the nature of weak moleeuLar

interactions which have never been obtained by the

conventional studies in solutions on account of experimental

difficulties, In the present work, we have extensiveiy

examined the eharge-transfer interactions between oxygen
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and organie molecules in the ground and excited stateS

through the measurement of the absorption and emission

spectra by use of porous Vycor glass as an adsorbent.

As the results of studying the molecular interactions

on the surface, it might become possible to derive

important information for the understanding of the

characteristic properties of the catalytic reactions on

the surfaee of solids. Furthermore, the study on the

moleeular interaction by this technique might be extended

to the biologieal systerns involving moleeular oxygen such

as hemoglobin and cytochrome.

     In Chapter II, the charge-transfer absQrption spectra

arising from the interaetion of oxygen with simpZe organic

donorimolecules such as olefins, aliphatic amines, ether,

and aromatic hydrocarbons adsorbed on porous Vycor glass

at 770K have been examined. Xn most eases, the charge-

transfer bands with clear maxima are newly observed, on the

basis of which the electronie structures of the complexes

are theoretieally diseussed. From the obtained speetrai

results, the electron affinity of oxygen and a simple

expression for the energies of the charge--transfer states

and the ioniZation potentials of the donove moleeules

have been derived, The oxygen-enhanced seeond tripiet<-

singlet absorption of benzene has been detected together

with the two' charge--transfer and the first triplet-singlet

absorption bands,
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     In Chapter ZIZ, the efficiencies of fluorescence

quenching by oxygen have been extensively examined for a

number of aromatie hydroearbons adsorbed on,porous Vycor

giass plates with and without the presence of Ziquid

oxygen at 770K, By this technique, the intrinsic rate

constants of the oxygen-enhanced radiationless transitions
                                                '                                               'in the exeited aromatic-oxygen pairs have been directly

determined for the first time. These new observations

are reasonably interpreted based on the generaZ theory

of radiationless transitions. The resuits of the

phosphoreseence quenching efficiencies for naphthalene

and benzophenone under the same condition are also discussed.

     rn Chapter IV, the adsorption teehnique is extended

to the well-known typical eharge--transfer complexes such

as iodine eomplexes with benzene and ether and tetraeyano-

ethylene complex with naphthalene. On the basis of the

speetrai results and those already obtained in both the

gas and liquid phases, the nature of the weak charge--

transfer interaction in solutions a,s weZl as the
                                                     'charaeteristic molecular interaetion on the surface are

discussed in terms of possible adsorbent and soZvent

eftects on the complexes,

     Zn Chapter V, the charge-transfer interaction of

aeetone with electron-donating and e,lectron-accepting
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olefins has been examined using the adsorption teehnique,

which provides important information for the stereospecifical

oxetane formation of a"phatic ketones with olefins and

the fluorescence quenching of ketones by olefins. The

charge-transfer states arising from the interaetion of
        'acetone with tetramethylethylene and trans•-dieyanoethylene

have been confirmed in the present work.

     rn the Appendix, the list oÅí our papers on the

moiecular interactions in the•adsorbed phase already

published is giyen, together with a colleetion of the

reprints of these papers, and some additional experimentaZ

data.
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                   Chapter II

     Charge-Transfer rnteraetion of Oxygen with Olefins,

Aliphatic Amines and Aromatie Hydroearbons at Low Ternperature

                    SUMMARY

     EIectronic absorption speetra arising from the interaetion

of oxygen with simple organic donor molecules such as olefins,

alphatic amines, ether, and aromatic hydroearbons adsorbed on

porous Vycor glass plates at 770K have been extensively

examined in the ultraviolet region. Zn most cases, the charge-

transfer absorption bands with clear maxima are observed.

As previously pointed out by us for the eharge-transfer bands

between aroma'tic arnines and oxygen, the splitting of the

eharge-transfer bands due to the two degenerate electron-

aecepting orbitals of oxygen, is clearly observed in the cases

of oiefins and aliphatic arnines. Mhe electronie structures of

the olefin-oxygen complex are theoretiealiy investigated in

detail by eonsidering the interactions among the ground

no-bond eonfiguration, the iocally excited configurations for

the olefinic part, and two charge--transfer configurations.

As•the results, a reasonable explanation for the experimental

results was obtained, It has been found that energies of
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charge-transfer states( Ec[r ) as expressed by the well-known

equation by use of the ionizatÅ}on potentiais of the donors(rp),

EcT " rp - Cl + C2/(Ip-Cl), where Cl and C2 are eonstants, is

r•easonably applieable to the olefin-oxygen system with Cl
                                  2and C2 equal to 4.4 eV and i.6 (eV), respectively. From the

observed charge-transfer absorption bands of methylated

ethylenes with oxygen and tetracyanoethylerpe, the elect?on

affinity of oxygen has been estimated to be O.15 eV taking

that of tetracyanoethylene (2.35 eV) as a standard.

     rn the case of benzene, two distinct eharge-transfer bands

have been detected in the absorption region of benzene together

with the first and the second triplet4-singlet absorption

bands enhanced by oxygen, A weak absorption band ascribab' le

to the simultaneous transition between oxygen and naphthalene

has also been confirmed in the present work on the long

wavelength side of the eharge-transfer band. Spectral

characteristies of the charge--transfer bands are qualitatively

diseussed with reference to those in the solutions by use of

the concept of the eontact charge-transfer interaction. The

nonfluorescent behavior of the charge-transfer states is

also diseussed frorn the energy-level aspects.
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                     IN[rRODUC[I?rON

     We have shown recentXy that the adsorption technique is

of great use for the studies of weak intermoleeular

interactions such as the eontact charge-transfer interaction
of oxygen with organic rnoiecuiesi'2 and the charge-transfer

interaction of aromatic hydrocarbons with amines(so-calZed
excipiex system) ln the ground state3 For the donor-acceptor

systems in the liquid phases which has been so far studied

most frequently, either donor or aceeptor rnust inevitably

exist in great excess because of the very weak interaetion

in the ground state. Consequently, the absorption spectra

arising from the moiecular interactions are obseured by the

                                                       'overXap of the absorption of the component molecules. '
     By use of our adsorption teehnique, we can easily measure

the absorption speetra of weakly interaeting systems at various

temperatures even in the absorption region of eomponent

molecules, since the adsorption of a lot of donor and acceptior

molecuies on the large surÅíaee of porous solids facilitates

the contact between them, The porous Vycor glass, which is

transparent in the region above 2iO nm, shows none of the'

speeific interaetions with the adsorbates and is therefore

                                      t tta suitable adsovbent for our purpose,. Arnong many spectroscopie
                                             'studies on adsOrbed moleeules, the interactions of adsorbed
                                                     'moleeules with the surface of adsorbehts have been of particular

interest( i.e., phys'ieal or ehemieai adsorption)" UntU now,
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                                                        `insufficient attention has been paid to the spectroscop:c

study of the interaetions between adsorbed moZecules on the

surface, which would pvovide important information for the

understanding of the eharacteristic behaviors of the ,catalytic

reaetions on the surface of solids.
    As deseribed in the previous paper} we have obtained the

                                                           'eharge-transfer absorption bands between aromatie amines and

oxygen with a eertain number of clear maxima, and interpreted

them to represent separate charge-transfer excited states

corresponding to the electron transfers from the donor to the

two degenerate electron--accepting orbitals of oxygen. rn order

to confirm these interesting interpretations of the charge-•

transfer exeited states and to elucidate the eZeetronic

structures of the eontact charge-transfer systems, simple

organic donor molecules such as olefins, aZiphatic amines and

ether are used in the present work. The charge-transfer

absorption bands between olefins and tetracyanoethy:ene are also

examined in the adsorbed state to estimate the eleetron affinity

of oxygen from the observed eha]?ge-transfer bands with

tetraeyanoethylene as a standar'd. Absox'ption spectra arising

from the interaction of oxygen with aromatic hydroearbons

such as benzene, naphthalene and anthracene, wmÅën are ot'

interest in view oÅí the fluoreseenee and phosphovescence

quenching phenomena by oxygen, are also investigated in

detaU at 770K.
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                   EXPER1MEN[IrAL

     Materials."The purifications of oxygen, naphthal"ene and
anthracene were described in the previous paperls2 Thiophene-free

benzene was dried with phosphorous pentoxide and repeatedly

distilled. Tri•-n-propylamine and triethylamine were dried

over pellets of potasium hydroxide and fractionally distilled.

Triethylenediamine was purified by recrystallization from ether

and by subZimation under vacuum. n-Propyl ether was dried with

calcium chioride and distilled. Commerci,a.11y available tetramethyi--

                                                              'ethylene, trimethylethylene, 2-methyl-l-butene, pentene--2,

and cyclohexene were purified by distiUation. [Vhe preparation

oÅí tetrakis-(dimethylamino)-ethylene(TMAE), and iSZ;3,3-L-

tetramethyl-A2'2:-bi(imidazolidene),(TMBx), were described

elsewhere5 Being very unstable in the presence of oxygen, both

TMAE and TMBX were preserved under vacuum. Tetracyanoethylene
                                          '(TCNE) was recrystallized, followed by sublimation under vaeuum'.
                                                               '     [Vhe porous Vycor glass(PVG) of Corning Glass Works was

supplied in the form of plate,Smali pieees of the PVG plates
                                                           'were firsrly washed with ethanol and after washing with water

treated with 46 % hydrofiuoric acid for 30 sec, fol;owed by

extraction with water fer deveraX days. After drying, the glass

plates were treated in air at'4000C for two days. rn thist way,
                                                '                                        '                                                        'transparent colorless glass plates were obtained.
                                           '     Proeedure,--qrhe PVG plate( 40xlOxO.8mm ) pretreated in the

above mentioned way was piaeed in a thin quartz eell(1.5mm),
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and evacuated at 4000C for 5-8 hr, and the vapor of organic

rnolecuZes which was previously degassed was exposed to the PVG
at room temperature} The amount of adsoTbed organie molecule

was determined from the volume ehange of liquid in a capillary

tube. :n the ease of naphthalene and anthracene, a known amount

of the crystalline material was adsorbed. After the adsorption,

the glass was eooled down to 770K and purified oxygen gas(tv20mmHg)

was introduced into the system at 770K. The amQunt of adsorbed

oxygen was measured with an ordinary mercury manometer. Zn the

ease of [DCNE complexes, firstly TCNE vapor and then the olefin

vapor were exposed to the PVG at room temperature,

     [Vhe absorption spectra of the PVG--adsorbates were measured

at 770K before and after the introdugtion of oxygen with a

Shimadzu Multi--Purpose recording speetrophotometer, Model 50L.

The emission spectra were measured with an Amineo-Bowman

spectrophotofiuororneter.

     Zn our present study, oxygen was always adsorbed in a

large excess so that most of the adsorbed organic donor

rnolecules are in the form oÅí the complexes with oxygen. We

have tentativeiy estimated the moiar extinction eoefficients

of the charge-transfer bands and triplet<--singlet absorption

bands based 6n the concentrations of donors in the buik of the

PVG, which are deter!nined from both the volume of the PVG plate
 '              'and the amounts of adsorbed organie donors. The thiekness of

the PVG plate, taken as the pa' th length, is O.08 em. Zt was
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confirmed using benzene, iodine and ehTysene that the rnoiar

extinction coefficients of the adsorbed moleeules deterrndned

by the present raethod, are in good agreement with the known,
vaiues. wong and Auen6 have recentiy determined the'G-vazues

of radieal production from organic molecules adsorbed on E'VG

piates under Y-ray irradiations in the simUar way.

                       RESUI,TS

     Char e--Transfer Absor tion S ectra with OZefins.emen

oxygen was adsorbed on the olefin-PVG adsorbates at 770K,

absorption spectra with clear maxima were observed as shown in

Fig,i and 2, where the absorption before the adsorption of

oxygen is subtraeted, With increasing the sample temperature,

the intensity of the observed absorption band reversibly

deereased owing to the desorption of oxygen. This eonfirms that

the observed absorptlon bands are caused by the charge-transfer

interaetion, not by the reaction products.

     The observed eharge-transfer absorption speetra for

methylated ethylenes are reasonably interpreted as the

superposition of two bands as shown in the case of tetramethyl-

ethyiene in Fig. 1(1), Xt was aiso found that the band at the

lower energy side is always stronger than the other band at

the higher energy side and the energy difference between the

two bands ranges in the region from 2.5 to 3.0 kK for the
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     Fig.1. Charge--transfer absorption spectra between

oxygen and methylated ethylenes adsorbed on porous Vycor
                                                         'glass(PVG) at 770K: (1) tetramethylethylene, (2) trimethyl--
                                                       'ethylene, (3) cyelohexene, (4) pentene-2.
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methylated ethylenes regardless of the donors. The similar

splitting of the first charge-transfer band has been observed
for aromatic amines as described in the previous paperl The

tentatively determined molar extinction coeffieient of the
charge-transfer band was about loo Mptiem"1 for tetrarnethyz-

ethyiene. The absoyption bands due to the triplet-singlet'
transitions as observed foT ethylene under high oxygen pressuresZ

                                     '
have not been deteeted clearly for the methylated ethylenes.
Itoh and Muuiken8 recently measured che absorption spectra of

                                 '
methylated ethylenes sueh as tetramethylethylene and trimethya-
                                             '                                                             'ethylene with oxygen under high pressures in the gas phase. -
              'They also observed strong absorption bands attributable to

the eontact charge-transfer transitions from the ethylenes

to oxygen, which in our results correspond to the absorption

taÅ}Zs of the charge-transfer bands in the longer wavelength

region. We attempted to deteet the fluorescenee spectra by

exciting the observed charge-transfer bands. However, no

deteetable emission was obtained for the used olefins.

   . In the case of TIVIAE and TMBZ, which show chemiluminescence
as a resuit of the reaetion with oxygen at higher temperatures?

we could easily deteet the charge-transfer bands with oxygen

by our present method at 770K as shown in Fig.2. When the

sampies were warmed up from 770K, yellow-green chent1uminescence

was also observed with the simultaneous disappearanee of the

eharge-transfer bands. The reaetive eharaeter of TMAE and TMBr
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                                                             '
toward the ground-state oxygen molecule9 seems to be due to the

low energy levels of the charge-transfer states, as predicted
from the extremely low ionization potentials of TMAE and TIYIBZ5

     In order to estimate the electron affinity of oxygen

from the elearly obtained charge-transfer bands between oxygen

and olefins, the absorption spectra of the TCNE compZexes of

tetramethylethlene and trirnethylethylene adsorbed on the PVG

plates were measured at 770K, that is, under the same eondition

as the oxygen eomplexes. When the vapor of olefins was exposed

to the TCNE-PVG adsorbate, symmetrieaX broad absorption bands

were observed in the visible region. With deereasing the

temperature, the intensities of .these bands increased reversibly

and the bands showed a sXight red shift, which seems, to be due

to the increased charge-transfer interaction at low temperature.

[Vhe absorption spectra of the TCNE complexes at 770K are shown

Å}n Fig.3. When the vaper of triethylarnine was exposed to the

TCNE-PVG adsorbate, the characteristic absorption of TCNE

anion radical was 6bserved instead of the expeeted eharge-

transfer band.

     Char e-Transfer Absor tion S ectra with Ali hatic Amines

and Ether.-- When aliphatic amines sueh as triethylamine,

tri-n-propylamine and triethyZenediamine, and n-propyl ether

were used as donors, absorption bands ascribabie to the charge-

transfer absorption bands from the arnines or ether,to oxygen
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     Fig.4. Charge-transfer absorption spectra arising

from the interaction of oxygen with aliphatic amines and

ether adsorbed on PVG plates at 77aK: (1) triethylamine,

(2) tri-n--propylamine, (3) triethylenediaipine, (4)

n-propyi ether,
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                                        '
were also deteeted at 770K as shown in Fig.4. In the studies on

the contact charge--transfer absorption specti?a of the amines
                                  lo                                  , the band maxima havecarried out so far in the soiutions
                   '
been obscured by the strong absorption of the amines themselves.

Zn the present system, the charge-transfer absorption bands

with ciear maxima have been deteeted. As feund out in the case

of olefins, the observed charge-transfer absorption seems to

eonsist of two bands( see 1 in Fig.4 ). Xt was aiso found that

the band at the lower energy side is considerably stronger than

that at the higher energy side and the energy difference

between the two bands is also in the range from 2.5 to 3.0 kK,

almost the same as those of olefins. The molar extinetion
coefficient of the eharge•-transfer band was about zso M-lem-1

for triethyiamine. Xn these cases also, no charge-transfer

fluorescence could be detected at 770K.

     Absor tion S eetra Arisin from the Interaction of Ox en

!eLEiLYI}-{U:9!gg32AsLs!bLg2zgsEgveg!!fit zhAOatiHd b .-[ehoughthecharge-transferand

triplete--singlet absorption bands of naphthaZene were already
examined in the previous work} the absorption spectrum at

shorter wavelengths was obseuved by the absorption and light

scattering due to the porous glass used in the form of a tube.

By use of the PVG plates, it has beeorne possible to measure

the absorption speetra arising from the interaetion with oxygen

into the shorter wavelength region. The results for the case
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     Fig.5. Absorption spectra arising from the interaetioh

between benzene and oxygen adsorbed on PVG plate at 770K:

(a) benzene aione, (b) after the adsorption of oxygen,

(e) a curve obtained by subtraeting a from b.
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of benzene and naphthalene at 770K are shown in Fig.5 and 6,

respectively,

     In the case of benzene, remarkable changes, in the absorption
were observed by the adsorption of oxygen at 770K+i The observed

weak first t]?iplet`--singlet(3Bzu`"IAIg) absorption bands at

the longer wavelengths are in good agreernent with those dev' eeted
for pure benzene iiquid and oxygen under high p]?essures"2 By

subtracting the absorption spectvum of benzene alone from

that of benzene-oxygen system, the absorption attributable to

the charge-transfer interaction with oxygen can be obtained

( see eurve e in Fig.5 ). As seen from the speetrum, there

exist two charge--transfer bands.with maxima at 265 and 230 nm.

The energy difference between the two bands is found to be

5.7 kK. Furthermore, a weak absorption band, whieh is however

relativeiy strong compared to the first triplet`--singlet

absorption bands, was observed only in the presence of oxygen

at 270 nm on the longer wavelength side of the.first eharge-•

transÅíer band as shown by an arrow in Fig.5.
  ' coison and Bernsteini3 have examined the abso?ption

spectrum of a benzene--oxygen mixture deposited on a quartz

window eooled to 4.20K by a spectrographie method and observed

a weak oxygen-enhanced band at 273 nTn. They have coneluded

that this band, reiatively stronger than the first triplet<-
singlet band, is due to the second triplet`c-singlet(3Elu<-ZAIg)

transition. The possSbility of the sirnultaneous transition
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between benzene and oxygen, [3BlulAg]-[IAig3zg], whe]?e iAg

and 3x- indieate the singlet excited state and ground state
      g
of oxygen, respeetively, was elirninated. The 270 nm band
observed in our present case is at least 6oo em-1 lower than

the predicted position of the simultaneous transition.
                   i4                      also predicts the seeond triplet statePariser-Parr theory
•of benzene(3Elu) to lie between the Åíirst excited singlet(IB2u)

and iowest triplet state(3Blu). Zt seems quite reasonable to

conciude from these results that the weak band at 270 nm is

due to the seeond triplet`---singlet transition of benzene

and the band due to the simultaneous transition iS obscured

by the relatively strong charge-transfer band and absorption

of benzene itself.
                                                '
     rn the case of naphthalene, the absorption bands due to
first triplet-e---singlet(3B2ud-IAzg) transition, whieh are also

in good agreement with those obtained by Evans}2 were observed

at the ionger wavelengths. The absorption band, which appears

to have the maximum at about 320 nrn can be assigned to the

charge-transfer band, A shoulder, whieh is relatively weak
                                                'compared to the first triplet-e-singlet absorption bands as

shown by an arrow in Fig.6, was found at about 345 nm on the
                                                       '                                                             'long wavelength side of the charge-transfer band. Robinson.
and Hansoni5 have examined the absorption speetrurn of '

crystalline naphthalene at 4,20K and Åíound the seeond
triplet<-singiet(3B3u"IAg) absorption band at ca. 32o nm
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     Fig,6, Absorption speetra arising from the interaetion

between naphthaiene and oxygen adsorbed on PVG plate at

770K: (a) naphthalene alone, (b) after the adsorption of

oxygen .
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which is by a factor of 10NIOO stro'nger than the bands due Po
                                                             'the first triplet-singlet transition. The eZectron impact
                            l6                               also predicts the secondspeetrum of naphthalene vapor

tripZet state of free naphthalene to iie at nearZy the same

energy as the first excited singZet state. In the present

system, the absorption band ascribable to th? second triplet-

singlet transition seems to be obb"cured by the charge-

transfer band and absorption of naphthaZene itself. The weak

shoulder obsevved in the present system agrees energetically
weu with that detected by Hoijtink et all7 in the solution

with oxygen under high pressures, though from their experiments

no information could be obtained coneerning the charge-transfer

state. Therefore, our results support their assignment that

the pronouneed shoulder at 345 nm is due to the simultaneous
transition between naphthaiene and oxygen, [3B2ulAg`e-ZAg3Åíg].

     In the case of anthraeene, a weak charge-transfer

absorption band monotonicaZiy inereasing from ca. 440 nrn

toward the shorter wavelength was observed on the Zonger

waveiength side of the first absorption band of anthracene.

                      DISCUSSZON

     Relationshi between the lonization Potentials of Or anie

Moleeules and the Ener ies of the Char e-Transfer States.

Zt is of interest that each of the eharge-transfer speetra
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with simple organic donors such as olefins and aliphatic amines

consists of two bands with nearZy constant energy differences

regardless of the donors. This seems to support strongly our

'previous interpretation that the spZitting of the first charge-

transfer bands between aromatic amines and oxygen is due to
                                                                1the originally degenerate eleetron--accepting orbitals of oxygen.

On this basis, the relatively strong band at the longer

waveiengths is denoted by CTx and the other by CT y as done in

the previous paper. The accurate ionization potentials of

olefins, arnines and aromatic hydrocarbons are well known as

summanized in Table l together with the band maxima of the

CTx bands. The energies of the CTx bands and the first charge-

transfer bands for benzene and naphthalene are plotted versus

the ionization potentials of the organic donors in Fig.7.

For reference, a few previous results for aromatic amines are
                                           'shown together.

     It was coneluded from spectroscopic results that in the
                                                   'solutions there exists no specifie interaction between organic

molecules and oxygen, in other words, that the assoeiation
constants K are neariy zero in the ground statblO,i8 we have

                                 'suggested that the attraetive interactions of adsorbent with

adsorbed molecules might favorable for the weak interaction

between oxygen and organic molecules and rnight enhance the

tendency for them to take more fixed geometrieal configurations

than in the solutions, rn addition, a stronger interaetion is
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                  Table 1

     Maxima of the Charge-Transfer Absorption Bands and

the Xonization Potentials' of Organic Moleeules.

Donor molecule
  z
   p
(ev)

     Ec[D ( C[Vk)

(nm) (eV)

 l

 2

 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

12

13

14

n--Propyl ether

Pentene-2

Cyclohexene

2-Methyl-1-butene

Trimethylethylene

Tetramethylethylene

Triethylamine

Tri-n--propylamine

Triethylenedlamine

TMBX

TMAE

Benzene

Naphthaiene

Anthracene

9.28a

8.gsa

8.6sa

s.3oa

7•sob

7.23b

7.2C

s.41d

    d5.36

    a9•25

8.13a

7.38a

235

245

255

260

260

273

296

294

290.

450

455

265

320

5.28

5.04

4.86

4.77

4.77

4.53

4.I9

4.22

4.28

2.76

2.73

4.68

3.87

a)

b)

c)

F,X.Vilesov, USP,Fiz.Nauk, 8.L, 669(1963).

K.Watanabe and J.R.Mottie, J.Chem.Phys., 2S6L, i773(Z957)•

Ref. 3o, d) Ref, s.
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     Fig.7. Re].ationship between the ene]?gj.es(Ec[p) of

the charge-•transfer states and e.he ionization potentials

   ) of organie donors, The numbers for the donors are(I
  p
•identical with those given in Table 1, except for the

aromatie amines: (15) N,N-dimethylaniline, (16) N,N-

dirnethyi-p-phenylenediamine('see ref.i). The solid

curve shows the equation (1) with Cl and C2 equaX to
4,4 ev and 1,6 (ev)2, respectively.
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expeeted in the present system beeause of the measurement

at iow temperatulne.

     As evident from Fig.7, the relattonship k>etween the

ionization potentials and the charge--transz'er bands can't be

represented by a singlLe curve, that is to say, the i?.liphatic

amines, which are expeeted to Å}.nteract strongiy with oxygen,

do not fit in the eurve applied to olefins and ether. It is)

also found that the eharge-tvansfer states for the ' aromatic

donors "e at relatlvely lower' ene]?gies than predicted frorn

the ionization potentials compared to those of others. As can

be seen from the structural formulae of WMAE and TMBI in Fig.2,

the ster'ic hindrance of TMAE is expected to be less favorable

for the charge-transfer interaction' with oxygen compared to

[PMBZ. On the contrary, the positions of the observed eharge--

transfer bands for TMAE and TMBI with almost identical

ionization potentials are nearly equal to eaeh other as

predicted from the geneval charge-transfer theory. This indicates

that [VMAE or TMBr and oxygen have geometrical eonfigurations

probabZy with less steric hindrance, for example, those with

oxygen above the carbon-carbon double bond, '

' ' When the second-order perturbation theory is appZied to

the charge-transfer interaction, the energy of the charge-

transfer transitio'n, Ec[rs is given by the equationi9

          EcT = Ip - Cl + C2/( :p - Cl> (1)
where I         represents the Å}onization potential• of the donor and       p
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and Cl and C2 are approxtina'tely constant for a sericns of simiZar

donors wS.th t;he same acceptor. Cl is approximately the sum

of th<e Coulombic attraction energy and the eZectron affinity

of the acceptor, and C2 reflects the charge-transfer int.eyaction,

that is, the interaetion between the dative( ionic ) and

no-bond cbnfigurations, The solid curve in IPig.7 is obtained

Åírorn the equation(1) with Cl and C2 equal to 4.4 eV and

l.6 (ev)2, respectively. It is clear frorn the curve that the

expression ('1) gives good agreement with the experimental

results for the olefins and ether. Xt is the first time that

such a clear reliable relation has been obtained for the

charge-transfer bands involving oxygen as an aceeptor. It is

of interest to compare the C2 va].ue with those Åíor iodine

and TCNE complexe.s in the solutions. For the iodine compZexes
of oXefins, ether and aieohols, C2 is 3.4 (eV)2 at rooni

temperature?O The C2 value determined for the relatively

weak TCNE complexes of methylated benzenes is 1.25Nl.30 (eV)2

in the solutions at room temperature?l From these results,

it can be seen that the charge-transfer interaetion of oxygen

with the olefins and ether in ehe present system at 770K is

comparable with that between TCNE and methyiated benzenes

in the solutions at room temperature and considerably weak

compared to that of the iodine complexes. These results seem

to encourage us in attempting to determine the eZectron

affinity of oxygen by using the charge--transfer bands of oxygen

and ncNE eompZexes with olefins.
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     Eleatronic Structures of the Char e-Transfer States.---

As pointed out in the preceding section, the charge-trans•fer

interaction of oxygen with olefins or amines in the ground

state cantt be neglected in the present system. The appearanee

of the charge-transfer bands with eiear maxima also seems to

suggest the forrnation of the eomplexes having the relat•:'veiy

strong binding and fixed geometrical configurations. For

simplieity, we will discuss in detail the eleetronic states

arising in the oie.fi.n(D) and oxygen i;1 pa5.r in order to 'clarify

.the interpretation o.P. the int,ensities and struetures of the

observed charge-transfer bands,

     "dor ehe methylated ethylene as a donor, the following
three orbitals are taken into account22: the 2pT bonding

molecular orbital( Åë1 ), the 2pT antibonding molecular

orbitai( Åë2 ) and the 3su bonding-type Rydberg orbital( ÅëR)•

We shall use two real molecuiar orbitals of oxygen( Tx and "y)

as the eleetron aceepting orbitaZs, each of which are originally

oecupied by one unpaired electron. These two orbitals are

schematieaUy illustrated in Fig,8 together with the assumed

geometrieal eonÅíiguration between the oXefin and oxygen. As the

eXectron-accepting orbitals of oxygen are 2pT antibonding

molecular orbitals, the probable configuration with oxygen-oxygen

doubie bond just above the caz'bon-carbon doubie bond is

unfavorable for the ground-state stabilization due to the

charge-transfer interaetion beeause of the negXigible overiap
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between the Åë1 and 'ffx or Ty orbitaXs. i"or simplicity, we here

tentatively assume the geometricai configuration giving rise

to a considerable overlap between the Åëz and Ty orbita:s as

shown in Fig.8. Zn the stereospeeific 1,2-addition of singlet

excited oxygen to diethoxyethyZene, an oxygen complex with a

simUar geometrical configuration has been proposed as an
intermediate by Bartxett and sehaap?3

     Strictly speaking, the excited states of oxygen, for
exampie, 3Åíu4-3zg transition in the vacuum uztravioiet region)

must be taken into account. For simplicity, however, only the

excited st'ates of the donor part are taken i.nto account here.

Tt is well known that the olefin has two typical 3xeited states
due to V4-`N(Åë24--Åël) and R`(--N(ÅëR`--(bl) tr,ansitions?4 [Phe wave

funetions for the electronle eonfigurations of the olefin and

triplet-state oxygen pair, which are either symmetric or

antisymmetric with respeet to the center of symmetry, are
given by szator determinantslO

     antisymmetric

            YG =1ÅëiÅë-irxavyi G]?ound no-bond configuration

            YR = i!!r2{lÅëi6RTr.7ryl -- lÅë-iÅëRT.?ryl} ,R,yaS9.e..r'g(R) configu-

            Yclly=iÅëiTxTyFyl char,ge-t]?ansfei?<c[Dy) eonfiguration

     symmetrie

            Wc[vx"lÅëi"xrrVxTyl charge-transfer}(c[Dx) configuration

            Yv " 11M{ lÅëi Åë-2rrxrryl " 1 Åë""' iÅë2rr xTy I }

                               , tV' configuration
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configuration of the oxygen complex with an olefin and

the two electron-accepting orbitals of oxygen. Shaded

and unshaded volumes in the orbitals indieate negative

and positive region, respectively.
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     As "the bond lengths of the earbon--earbon and oxygen-
                                      ooxygen double bonds are 1.34 and X.21 A, respectively, the

Xine linking the carbon and oxygen atorns becomes just

perpendicular to the oxygen-oxygen double bond, if we take
the angle e shown in Fig.8 to be 27? As pointed out in the

previous paper} the two charge--transfer configurations split

in energy froin eaeh other with Ec[v highe]? than Ec[v owÅ}ng
                                  y x• +to the difference in the eleetrostatic interaction between D
                                                oand 05. At the interrnoleeuiar distanee(R) of 3 A, which is

probable from the van der Waals radii, the spZitting is about

1.5 kK( Ec[v -- Ec!v = l.5 kK) as shown iniMg.9, where the ievels

of the charge--transfer configurations are estimated• fox' the

ease of tetramethylethylene from the ionization potential(8.30
ev), the energies of the eleetrostatic interactionl and the

electron affinity of oxygen(o.ls ev)?5 The energy of the 'v'

configuration was taken fvorn the edge of the absorption

spectrum of tetramethylethylene in the low-temperature
matrix?6 The R-(--N absorption band is observed only in the

vapor phase at longer wavelength than the v-e.N absorption band?7

However, the Rydberg absorption band generally shows a large
blue shift in a condensed medium.< solution or low-temperature

matrix) because the large-size Rydberg orbital wouZd be strangly
perturbed by elosely neighboring moleeules?6 Hence, the energy

                                                  '                                                                'of the R configuration shouid be taken appreciably above that,

of the 'V' configuration also in the present system.
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     By' appiication of the second-order perturbatien theory,

the CTx eonfiguration will be stabUized by the interaction

with the tVt configuration, beeause they belong to the same
syrnrnetry, by an amount BRv/AExv, where Bxv pt<Yc[vlHIYv> and '

                                                 x
AExv" Ev '" Ectvx. As vhe matr'ix elemen-v, Bxv, is repr-esented

approximately by the core reasonance integral between the Åë2

and rrx crsbitals, we can evaluate the matrix element semiempirically

Bxv = '-KS(iTxÅë2), where S('rrxÅë2)=<trrxÅë2> and K is taken to be

constant as experirnentai parameters?8For the -present siator-

                                            28,29                                            . The over)laptype orbitals, K ean be set equal to -30tv35
  '
integral was calculated for the assumed geornetrical configuration
( e = 270 and R = 3 X in Fig.8 ) fr om Muuiken's tab le30

Thus, the stabiiization of the CTx configuration due to,the

interaction with the 'V' configuration is calculated to be
about goo em"1, leading to the additional splitting of the two

charge--transfer states. As the result of the interaction of

        configuration with the ground configuration, the groundthe CT      y
state is stabilized by about 100 cm-1. It was found that the

interaction of the CT                       configuration with the R configurat'ion                     y
      'is negligible due to the negligible overlap between ÅëR and

Ty orbitaXs. [I?he energy ievel diagram afte? the configu]?ation

interaction i's also shown in Fig.9, The resulting energy

difference between the CTy and CTx states becomes about 2.5 kK

which is in good agreement with the observed values, 2.5N3.0 kK.

The intensity of the CTx band can be borrowed almost from
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transfer transitions,
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the strong V"N transition of the olefin, which also seems to

be eonsistent with the experimental fact that the CTx band is

relatively stronger compared to "u'he CTy band.

     Sirnilar LreatmE:nCs are possible for the aliphatic amine

complexes. For ex'arnple, t:iethylamine has a strong absorption

band at about 200 nm due to 3p<--n Rydberg transition( of

nitrogen atom)3Z xn this case, the cTx configuration can strong:y

interact with the ground no•-bond and the' Rydberg configuratj.ons

undey the most probable geometrical configuration of the
compZex} giving rise to more intense charge-transfer band

compared to those of olefins.

     In the case of benzene, we have found two distinet charge-

transfer bands with a large energy difeerence of 5.7 kK. As the

donor molecular orbitais of benzene is sprea.d over the benzene

ring and are much larger in size than those oxn oleÅíins and amines,

the splitting of the charge-transfer band due to the two

degenerate orbi.'tals of oxygen is expected to be smaU frorn

our theoretical viewpoint mentioned above. It seems, therefore,

reasonable that the observed two charge--transfer bands

eorrespond to the two charge--transfer states resulting from

the two degenerate donor' orbitals of benzene. GeneraUy

speaking, several eharge-transfer states can be expected to

exist in the cases of aromatie donors by the presenee of many

closeiy iying donor orbitals and the interactions with the

severai locaUy--exeited states of the donors should be considered.
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Consequently, the first charge-transfer bands for the case of

aromatic donors wiU be mueh stabiUzed eompared to those of

olefins and amines. As Fig.7 shows, our observation seems to

give an experimental evidenee for this expectation.

     rn Table 2 the apparent molar extincti,on coefficients of

the charge-transfer and triplet-singlet absorption bands for

aromatic hydroearbons and triethylamine ax.e summarized together

with the vaiues obtained from the rfleasurements of the iiquid

donor's contaXning oxygen. As evident from Table 2, the intensity

of the charge-transfer band deereases with increasing the size

of the aromatic hydrocarbon. In the eomplexes between oxygen

and the hydroearbons, we ean expect that the o.verlap between

the donor and aeceptor orbitals will generally decrease with

increasing the size of the hydrocarbon, since the donor orbitais

are presumably spread over the whole aromatic ring. SimiZar

behavior of the intensities of the charge-transfer bands
has been found for the iodine eompxexes of aromatic hydrocarbons32

     Xt is also of interest that the eharge-transfer bands in

the liquids are always stronger than those in the presenv

system, where relatively strong interactions are expected as

shown in the cases of olefins and arnines. As the oxygen moiecules

in the solution are eonsidered to be weakZy interacting with

the surrounding solvent donor molecules with random orientations,

there would exist special orientations which give less stab].e

eomplexes and more intense charge-transfer bands, that is,
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                 Table 2

     "lolar Extinction Coefficients of the

aiid Triplet-Singlet Absorption Bands

Charge-Transfer

-
Donor• moZeeule   e  CT

(M'1cm-1)
 e

(M
S-T
-l -1  cm )

   Benzene

   Naphthalene

   Anthraeene

   Triethylamine

ti---N--..

  90
       at 265nm
[2so]a

  50 at 320nm

  20 at 385 nrn

 170
      at. 296nm
[sso]a
wh

 1•.8
       at[i.ola

 o.4 at

337nm

475nrn

     a) Molar extinction coefficients based on the

 concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the liquids.

 benzene; see ref.18 and D.F.Evans, Proc.Roy.Soc.,

 55(i960), For triethylamine; a result obtained in

 present work by assumihg,the solubility of oxygen

 triethylamine equal to that in aniZine(see ref.10)

 For'

A255,

the

in

.
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the orientations favor'able for the intevaction of the eharge-
 '
transÅíer staf.es with the donor excited states but not with

the ground state. On the other hand, the organie donor

molecules and oxygen adsorbed on the PVG plates gt 770K are

considered to be interaeting strongly 'in the ground state with

fixed geometrieal eonfigurations whieh are favorabZe for the
                                               'interaetion of the charge-transÅíer states with the ground state

but not with the donor excited• states, leading to the formatioia

of the stabXe eomplexes giving weaker charge-transfer bands.

Xt has also been found that the charge-transfer band between

iodine and benzene adsorbed on the PVG pla`."e is extremely
weak compared to that obtained in the liquid phase33

                                           'GeneraZiy speaking, the relative behavior of the intensity of

the charge-transfer band and the stability in the weak complex

wuold depend on the differenee in energy between the most

stabZe configuration and the configuration giving the most
intense charge-transfer band under various conditions34

     EXectron Affinit of Ox en Determined from the Char e-

T]?ansfer Bands,--By using the observed charge-•ta7an$fer bands

of methylated ethylenes with oxygen and TCNE, let us estimate

the electron affinity of oxygen wÅ}th that of TCNE as a standard.

Zf we assume the electrostatic terms and other terms due to

the charge-transfer interaetion( that is, the second term

in the equation i ) to be constant for both the oxygen and
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TCNE eomplexes, the following equation is approximately given;

        Ec[I?(02) -d Ec[ll([['CNE) = EA([VCNE) - EA(02) (2)

Where EA(02) and EA(IVCNE) indicate the eleet;ron affinities of

oxygen and 1?CNE, respeetively, and EcT.(02) and Ec!v([VCNE) a?e

the energies of the eharge-tyansfer bands ozn ox'ygen(CTx) and

[rCNE complexes, respectively. The eiectron affini-vy of TCNE
has been estimated to be 2.3o ev35 or 2.ss ev36 from the

energies ot' the eharge-transrer states in the gas phase,
and 2.s6 ev from the half-wave reduction potentia135 By use

of the eharge-transfer bands of TCNE and benzoquinone eomplexes

with various donors in the solutions, the value of 2.31N2.37•eV

has been determined for TCNE with the absolute value of
benzoquinone(l.4o ev) as a standard35 From these results, the

eZeetron affinit'y of TCNE seems to be in the range from 2.30

to 2.50 eV. Therefore, we tentatively use the value of 2.35 eV

as the eleetron affinity of [VCNE fo,r the present purpose.

     As summarized in Table 3, O.15 eV has been obtained as

the electron affinity of oxygen by using the equation(2).
Jortner and sokoiov37 have aiso estimated the eieetron affinity

                                                       'oÅí oxygen(O.74 eV) from the charge-transfer bands of the oxygen
                                               '         'and iodine complexes of benzene and alcohol in the solutions.
                                         'However, as they ehose the energies of the charge-transfer

states arbitarUy from the continuous absorption bands

with oxygen, the estimated value seems to be less reUabZe

than the present value based on the distinct charge-•transfeT
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from

                Table 3

  Determination of the Electron

the Charge-[Vransfer Bands

Affinity of Oxygen

"-------

Donor molecule
Ec[r (02 )

 (ev)

EcT(02)

 (ev)

Eit ( 02 )

(eV)

  Tetramethylethylene

  Trimethylethyiene

-"inN--

4.525

4.769

average

2.290

2.610

o.

o.

o.

i15

191

15

ee

 EA(TCNE) = 2.35eV
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bands with cZear maxima, It is worth noting that the obta:lned
                                                       'value is in good agreement with the value(O.i5 eV) which has

been determined from the threshoZd energy in the photodetachmenf;
                                                   '                                                  'o,f 05 and supported in terms of rnoleeular orbital theory by

Mulliken?5 Rexatively large values are reported as the eleetron

affinity of oxygen by various other methods: O.95 eV by latt.iee
energies?8 2o.7 ev39 and 2o.ss ev40 by eiectron attachmdnt•

                                                            '     As deseribed in the previous section, t;he Cl value of

4.4 eV has been obtained fox' the oxygen complexes of olefins

in the equation(i), where Cl ean be approximated by the sum

of the electrostatic term and the eiectron affinity of o):ygen.

The electrostatic energy ealculated for the geometrical

eonfiguration assumed for the cornplex between an olefin and

oxygen is 4.3 eV, Therefore, the electron affinity of oxygen

obtained ean weii satisfy the reiation of Ci. Though there exist

some ambiguitles in the present proeedure, the obtained

value(o.15 eV) seems to be highly probable as the vertical

eleetron affinlty of oxygen.

     NonfZuor'e$cent Behavior of the Char e--Transfer'States.-

We could not detect the fluorescence eonresponding to the

charge--transfer absorption bands for olefins and aliphatic

amines. Previously, we have reported the charge--transfer

tluorescenee for the aromatic amines-oxygen complexes, where

the first charge-transfer states iie suffieiently below the
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lowest tri.plet states of donoi? meleculesl [vhe energies of the

lowest triplet states of methylated ethyienes have reeentlv.

been determined by use of the external heavy atom eÅífect or
oxygen enhancemente'27 Figure zo shows the possibie potentiai''

energy eurves of the eleetronie states of tetramethylethyZene
                                                           26as a function of the angle of twist about the double bond.

The presently• detected eharge-transfer state between oxygen

and tetramethylethylene lies fairly above the lowest triplet

(T<--N) state'of the donor, Under sueh a eondition, the lowest

triplet state of the donox' s' eems to play an impor}t•ant role in

the quenching of the charge-•transfer fluorescence, sinee the

eharge-transfer state has the same spin multiplicity as the
                                                              '
eiectronic :3tate(triplet) formed bet.we'en the triplet ground-

state oxygen and the excited triplet-state donorlO The antts.ular

dependenee of the energy of the charge-transfer state seems

to be determined mostly by the angular dependence of the

energy of the ethylene eation, which is opposite to that of

the exeited states -of the ethylene aecording to the theoretieal

computations4Z as shown in Fig.io. ''
     When the oxygen-olefin pair is exeited in the charge-

transfer band, a rapid radiationless transition rnight occur to

the low-lying triplet staee of olefin, lead.ing to the quenehing

of the eharge-transfer Muorescenee and in some eases to the

subsequent isomerization of olefin. As can be evaluated from
the smau molar extinetion eoefficients(NzooM'icm-1) of the
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charge-transfer bands observed for the olefins at 770K, the

vadiative process from the charge-transfer state seerns to be

extremely siow compared to the abeve radiationless process.

In practice, in the ease of arornatic amines having the first
                                                         'charge--transfer, states below the lowest tripZet states of

donor amines, we couid detect the weak cha:rge-transfer
fluorescenee having .r'tp.1.at-lvely long iifetime only at 770Kl

On the other hand, in the c•:mse of aromatic hydr,ocarbons-' having

the fi.x'st• eharge--transfex' states above the lowest "oripZet

states, no charge-transfer fluoreseence has been deteeted.

     In the case of aliphatic amines, though the accurate
                                                      'energies of the triplet states are not known at the

present time, our observations of no any charge-transfer

Muorescenee seem to indicate the presence of the iowest trip).et

states of the aliphatie amines beZow the observed charge-

transfer states. Our expeetation is highly probabZe according

to a recent experimental result that even the lowest triplet

state of water is surprisingly Xow,.-4 eV above the ground state,

from both the low-energy eZectron impaet spect]?oscopy in the
gas phase42 and the thermcriumineseerice of ice using electron-

remection spectroscopye3 The other possibze explanation is

that the charge-transfer state, where the aliphatic amine seems

to have an electronic structure almost sirnilar to the eation,

is iess stable to the reactions sueh as dissociation. However,

in the ease of tertiary amines as electron donors and aromatic

hydroearbons as eleetron aeeeptors, charge-transfer
floureseenee has recently been observed in the solutionse4
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                   Chapter UI

      Radiationless !Vransitions in the Excited,Aromaties-

Oxygen Systems at Low Temperature

                   SUMMARY

     The efficiencies of fluorescence quenching by oxygen hE`ve

been extensively examined for a number of aromatic hydroca:"bons

adsorbed on porous Vycor glass pZates immersed in liquid oxygen

at 770K. Surprisingly, the fluorescence spectra of aromatie

hydrocarbons are deteeted in most cases even in the presence of

l:rquid oxygen. It has been found that the oxygen-enhanced

radiationless transitions in the excited arematic•-oxygen pairs

are so fast as to compete ntth the Muorescence decays under the

p]?esent condition, and the intrinsic rate eonstants for the formei?

depend to a iarge extent on the nature of the electronic states

inherent in each aromatic hydrocarbon. By assuming the oxygen-

enhanced intersystem erossing, these new interesting observations

are reasonably interpreted in terms of Franck-Condon factorJc, the

iQcation of the second triplet states, and the symmeti?ies of 'the

related eieetronic states based on the genera: theory of

radiatienless transitions, Surprisingly, a relatively strong

phosphorescenee of benzophenone has been observed even in the
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presence of' liquid oxygen. ll]he resuLts of the phosphoresÅëence

quenching efficieneies for benzophenone and naphthalene by

oxygen are also discussed in comparison with those of Muorescenee

quenching e,fÅíiciencies.

                     INTRODUCTION

     Xt is well known that molecuiar oxygen quenches the exodted

singiet and triplet states of aromatic molecules aimost at a
diffusion-controned rate in the soiutionsl"3. Recent

theoreticai4 and experimentai5'6 resuits of the oxygen quenehing

of triplet-state molecules have established that the quenching

is due dominantly to the energy transfer proce.Js to singlet
                                          'z                                            reeently showed byexcited oxygen. Ottolenghi and co-workers

use of a pulsed nitrogen laser tha't the conversion to the

triplet state is the major path for the Muoreseence quenching

of aromatic hydrocarbons by oxygen( i.e., enhanced iritersystem

erossing process), analogous to the typical charge-transi'er

quenching of the fluorescence of aromatie hydrocarbons by
diethyianuine7.

     As can be seen from the experimental observations oÅí the

diffusion-controlled quenehing by oxygen in the solutions, the
absolute rate of quenehing must be higher than lolOsee"'1

,

the reciprocaX of the possible lifetime of a coi:ision comple:<
between an exeiLed aromatie molecules and oxygen in the solutionse,7
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Kearns et ale theoretieaUy predicted an absolute quenching

rate of xoll.--loÅ}2 sec"l for the oxygen quenehing of the excited

tripZet state. Because of the experimental restriction mentioned

above, it has ever been impossible to derive any reliable

intrinsic quenching rate experimentally for a D`•:'...02 pair,

where Dee denotes an excited aromatic molecule. The puepose of

the pre$ent wor,k is to obtain the intrinsic quenching rate

constcl'nt's .foin J.everal arornatic donor molecules, which is

considered to be of great importance for understanding the

mechanism and nature of the enhanced intermolecular radiationless

transitions as well as the nature of the effective quenching

interaetion.
     rn a previous paper8, we investigated the oxygen quenehing

of the fluorescenee and phosphoreseenee of adsorbed aromatie

hydrocarbons. There, we remarked an interesting phenornena that

the fluoreseence and short--lived phosphorescence are observed

even frorn naphthalene adsorbed on porous glass immersed in

liquid oxygen at 770K. Under such a eondition where the adsorbed

aromatic hydroearbon moiecules are surrounded by oxygen molecuZes,

it is possible to examine the intrinsic quenehing rate ot the

Dee...02 pair. Zn the present work, we have extensively studied

oR the Muorescence quenching efficiencies of several aromatic

hydrocarbons-porous Vycor glass plate adsorbates immersed in
'liquid oxygen at 770K. [Vhe phosphoreseence quenching effieieneies

are aiso diseussed for benzophenone and naphthalene in
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 cornparison with those of fluorescenee quenehing under the

 same eondition.

                           '
                       EXPERIMENTAL

     Materials.----Oxygen, naphthalene and ant.hracene were
purified in the sarne way as described in pr}evious papers8)?

 The purification of benzene was described in the preceding
 chapterlO pyrene, perylene and chrysene were chromatographed

on activated alumina and silica gel, and recrystallized th'orn

b,enzene, foZlowed by sublimation under vacuum. Tetracene and

 2-methylanthracene were recrystallized fvom benzene and sublimed

under vacuum. Specially prepared 9,ZO-diphenylanthracene of

Nakarai Chemicals was used without further purification.

Benzophenone was purified by reerystallization from ethanol

and by sublimation under vacuum. The porous Vycor glass(PVG)

plates of Corning Works were pretreated in the same way as

described in the preceding Chapter.

     Procedure. Benzene and naphthalene were adsorbed on'the
pretreated PVG plates(40xlOxO.8mm) from the vapor phase?':O

Other aromatic hydrocarbons were adsorbed from the n-hexane

solutions and dried in a thin(l.5mm) quartz eeZl by evacuation

at 1000C for 5vNIO hr, Firstly, the fluorescenee spectrum and

decay time of the aromatic-PVG adso?bate was recorded at 770K

with the absenee of Ziquid oxygen, and then purified oxygen

gas was condensed into the quartz eeZl eontaining the PVG cooied
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down to 770K. The fluorescence spectvum of the arornatic-PVG

adsorbate immersed in liquid oxygen was subsequentiy recorded

under the same conditions at 770K. Xn the case of benzophenone,

the phosphorescence spectra and decay times were exarnined in

the sarne way.

     A Shimadzu Bausch-Lomb Monochrornatoin with a dispersion

of 7.4nm/mm was used to obtaj.n the monoehromatj"c excitfi.ng

light frorn a 500W high pressure mercury iamp. Naiumi l rneter

Grating. Spectrograph RM-23-Z equ.ipped with an RCA lp-28

photomultz' plier was used for recording the Muoreseenee

spectra, The fluorescence decay times of adsorbed aromatie

hydrocarbons were measured using the exciting light pulse ot'
a coaxial uv-N2 laser(337nm)11 A Q-switched Ruby zaser was

used for the measurement of the phosphorescenee decay times

of benzophenone without and with the presence of liquid
      u         Absorption spectra were measured with a Shimadzuoxygen.

Multi-Purpose Spectrophotometer, Model 50L,

                    RESULTS AND DXSCUSSZON

     Absor tion and Fluorescence S ecti?a of Adsorbed Aromatic

!HuEuzgsuizggnEdr a bo ,--"]lhe concentrations of adsorbed aromatic

hydroearbons were set in the range from ixio'"7 to zxzo'6

molelgram of PVG, where no luminescence and absorption bands

charaeteristic of the aggregates or microcrystals of aromatic

hydrocarbons couid not be deteeted, At higher samp' le eoncentrations,
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new bands ascribable to excimer Muorescence were observed

                  'besides monomer Muorescence for several ar,omatic hydrocarbons
as deseribed in the previous papeioe The absorption and

fluorescence spectra of adsorbed anthraeene c".t' two sample

concentrations are shown in Fig.l. At the Zower eoneentration,

the absorption and fluorescence speetra are in good agreernent

with those in the solutions, whiie remarkable spectral changes

are observed at the higher eoncentrations.

     The observed excimer fluorescence of anthracene is,

nearly in agreement with that observed in the photoZytic
dissociation of dianthracene in a iow-temperatuye matrixl2

where the sandwich dimer of anthracene giving rise to the

excimer Muorescence is formed by the photolysis. rphe intens.lty

ratio of the excinier band to the monomer b:LncLi increases with

increasing the concentrat'ion and depend on the exciting

wavelength. From these re'6ults, the absoi?ption spec-.rum at the

higher eoncentration(b in Fig.Z) is ]?easonably inte:.',pr,eted as

the supevposi.tion of the absorption bands of the monomer and

sandwieh dimer easily formed at the higher concentration

possibly due to the attraetive interaction of adsorbed

aromatie hydrocarbon with the surface of PVG. For th'e present

purpose, the .samples with lower coneentrations are usect as

deseribed above.

     The absorption speetrum of aromatie hydrocarbon-PVG
            'adsorbate does not appreeiably change in the intensity, but
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shows only a slight red shiÅít by the contact with liquid

oxygen as shown in Fig,2 for the case of anthracene. [Vhe

charge-transfer bands arising from the interaction between

the aa?ornaties and oxygen wctre negligS.ble becaei,se of the low

sample eoncentrations and the weakness of the charge-transfer
bandsl'O The energies oi' the first excited singlet s"uates(Sl)

wer•e deter'mined for several aromatie hydroearbons t'rom the

absorptiori spectra observed in the presence of liquid oxyf;en

as summarized in Table 1, whieh are also in good agreemen`v'
                                            'with those obtained in the soZutions. As described previous,ly,

the triplet-e---singlet( Tl<---So) absorption spectra of aromatic

hydrocarbons and the charge--transfer absorption bands a-pe obser'ved

elearly at much higher eoncentrations in the presence of
excess oxygen or liquid oxygen at 77oK9'10 The energies of

                                     ttthe lowest triplet states(Tl) for benzene and naphthalene were

determined from the obsexoved Tl(--.S. absorption bands, which

are in good ag]?eement with those i'n the solutions. [Vher'efoi?e,

the Tl energies for other compounds were taken from literature

as summaz'ized in Table 1. The onset energies of the obJcerved

first charge-btransfer bands are also listed together wirh the

ionization potentials of aromatic hydrocarbons. The valuc-s

of the fluorescence lifetimes measured in the absence of

oxygen at 770K are aiso summarized in [Pable 1.



Table 1. Muoreseence Quenching Efficiencies of Ayomatic Hydrocarbons by Oxygen

Aromatic If(02)/!f kfn(02)

    -1(see      )

si

   -1(cm     )

Tbl[La
   -1(em

]

)

AE(S

 (cm

l-•'1!

-- !)

) AE(Sl-[V2)

    -1.(cm      )

 Ie
  p
(eV)

d
Tf

(ns)

Ee
,,,.

   Ii
(e!- ')

Benzene

Naphthalene

Anthracene

2-Methyl-
anthracene

9,1O-Diphenyl-
anthracene

lietracene

Chrysene

Pyrgne

Perylene

SO.OOOI

   O.I5

  o.o46

  O.023

  o.028

   O.14

   o.49

so.oooi

 O.OOII

       11Z3.4xlO
 s•2xio7

 1.6xlo9

 3•gxio9

 2.2xlo9

 3•oxio8

 2•3xlo7

Z3.6.lolO

       10 8.3xlo

381OO[Lb]

318OO[Lb]

26400[L.]

26100[L.]

24sOO[L.]

21100[L.]

27OOO[Lb]

266OO[Lb]

229OO[L.]

29400

21300

14850

l4560

14290

10300

l9800

168oo

12600

 87t)o

10500

1!550

ll540

10210

lo800

 7200

 98oo

10300

loooe,f,g

  Noe,g,h

 3ooi

    itM3OO

  <oi

  <.oJ'

  sGk

 (>,ol)

9.245

 8.12

 7.38

6

7

7

7

.

.

.

.

88

8o

55

03

 29

110

 13

 11

 16

 21

 44

28o

 12

36ooo

28500

22500

t

aHt

a) Data from the absorption spectra of adsorbed aromatic hydroearbons in the presence of oxygen at 770K. The

electronic states are represented. by a Platt notation in braekets(see -pef. 27];. b) Data from ref.3; P.S.Engel

     'and B.M.Monroe, in "Advances ln Photochemistry", vol.8, W.A.Noyes, G.C.Hammond and J.N.Pitts, Wiley-
                          c)                                      d)Interseience, l971,p--29- 7, •                                         Data measured for the present systerfi in the absence of oxygen at 770K                             Ref• 33•
exeept for benzene( ref. b). e) Ref. 10. f) Ref. 17. g) Re.f.: l9. h) Ref. I8. i) Ref.20 and 21. j) Ref.22.

                            'k) Ref. 22 and 24. 1) Ref. 25 and 26•
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Fluo]}escence Quenchin Efficiencies of Several Aromatic

UtMSIIZggggl2gng-ts2--glELg!U,s2..92gusggd b LidO ,--Whenliquidoxygenwas

introduced into the cell containing the aromatic-PVG adsorbates,

rernarkable differences in the fluoreseence quenching effici.eney

was observed for the several aromatie hydrocarbons examined.

The fluoreseence spectra without and with the presence of

li.quid oxygen are shown in Mg.3-6 for anthraeene, 9,10-diphenyl-

anthracene, pyrene, and perylene, respectively. From the results

of the absorption spectra in liquid oxygen, we can expect that

the rate const•ant.s for radiat;ive transiti.ons( k.f) frorn the

exeited singlet-state aromatic hydrocarbons are alrnost the

same under both conditions, The :ow-lying electronic states

of the typical aromatic donor-02 pair, [D•..02], are
schematicany represented in Fig.713

     Xf we assume that the effective quenching interaction

occurs not in the higher or non-relaxed excited singlet state

but only in the relaxed lowest fluoreseent state,Sl, the foUowing

equation can be obtained for the oxygen quenching:

  Zf(02)IIf = Tf(02)/Tf = 1/[1 + Tfkf.(02)] (1)

         Tf = 1/(kf + kfn), Tf(02) = l/[kf + kfn + kfn(02)]

where If(02) and If are the MuoreE;cenee intensities with and

without the presenee oÅí liquid oxygen, rbspeetively, Tf(02)
                                                    'and Tf are the eorresponding fluoreseence lifetirnes, and
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                           kfn<02)
                    ---pt-n-m----------•CTi

  Ti mD(Ti )•••02
                                              1+                                               Eg
                    --M-N,- eW--------                    e--•-.-m. "---..-.."iAg

  s, D( So)'''02 3::i:g

       D 'D-•02 'O,

     Fig.7. The iow--lying electronie states of a 1:1

pair [D.,.02] between an aromatic molecuZe D and 02.

Kfn(02) indicates the rate constant of the oxygen-

enhanced radiationless transition from D(Sl).

kfn

*f
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kfn(02) is the rate eonstant Åíor the oxygen-enhaneed

radiationless t3?ans.itj.on from S.x in the presc.nce of OXYgen

( from D(Sl.)...02 im Fig•7). The fluorescence decay curve was

rneaGured for chrysene in the presence of liquid oxygen at 770K

as shown in Fig.8. The decay curve was found to be completely

exponentiaJ and the lifetime,,Tf(02), was 22ns. Xt is seen

from Table 1 that Xf(02)/If value of O.49 is in very good

agreement with Tf(02)/Tf value of O.50 in the case of chrysene.

These results indicate the validity of the postulate that

all the adsorbed aromatic molecules are interaeting with oxygen

in the exeited f].uoreseent state,Sx,in the presence of liquid

oxygen,

     We can ealculate kfn(02) values from the equation (Z)

based on the measured Tf and X' f(02)/Xf xfalues foy nine aromatic

hydrocarbons as summarized in 7'able 1. The kfn(02) values for
these moxecules,vary to a large extent frorn Nlo7sec'-1 toNxolisec'1,

which are so large as to compete with the fXuoreseence deeays

despite the low, tempevature of 770K. The kfn(02> values derived

frorn the present work ean be regarded as the intrinsie quenching

rates in the D(Sl),..02 pairs suppressed by the low-temperature

surrounding medium and, therefore, reflect the nature of the

electronic states inherent in each aromatic hydrocarbon. On

the other hand, the fluorescence quenching by oxygen in solutions

is most reasonably seen to be diffusion-eontrolled process
( 'vzolOM-Xsee"'1)3,l4
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Mechanism and Classificatibn of

Radiation1ess

the OxyLLgen-Enhanced

'rransitionsLJt):guH{I!!,ngligi2-..lll2ss}GLtes:!...A2gS ltE tedAromatic

tHbLsd..r--ocarbons in the Presence

ot' 'vhe low-iying exeited singlet and triplet

ionization potentials of aromatics as

are diagramatieally shown in Fig.9. As

preceding Chapter, we observed the first

absorption bands with oxygen between S

naphthalene and anthracene(see Table 1)

[Pable 1 and Fig.7, the first charge-transfer

aromatic hydrocarbons and oxyge'n, which

almost a linear de!)endence on t,he ionization

lie between Sl and Tl for all the other

From the experimentalL facts of no any

the kfn(02) values on the charge-transfer

ionization potentials, the radiationless

charge-transfer state (a)
        D(Sl)•.,02 . C!III(D+05)

does not seem to be a dominant quenehing

behavior of the kfn(02) values against

also indicate that the oxygen-induced

process(b)

        D(Sl)•••02 -------- D(S.)•••02

is not operative in the oxyg'en-enhanced

of Ox en. The energy levels
                states, an, d the

         well as the kfn(02) values

          described in the

            charge-transfer

         1 and Tl for benzene,
          }O As can be seen froM

                states between

           are expected to show

            ' potentials, wUl

           aromatie hydroearbons.

         reliable dependenee of

             states or the

            transition to the

          (a)

            proeess. The indifferent

          the energy level of Sl

         internal conversion

          (b)

           quenchlng process.
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                                                '
Since the process (b) is expeeted to depend mainly on the

                                                                'Franck-condon factors?'15'i6 the kfn(o2) vaiues shouid inerease '

with decreasing Si energy because of the iner,easing Franck-

Condon faetor.

     We can aiso exclude the possible energy transfer process(e)
                                                       '        D(Sl)'••02 e D([Vl)•••OS( IAg or Zzg) (c) '

in the oxygen-enhanced quenching from the experimental

observation that the kfn(02) value of naphthalene with Sl-Tl
energy gap of I0500cm-i is near4y comparable to that for

                                                           -1chrysene, in which the Sl-Tl energy gap fails beZow 7900cm , ,
the energy required to produee excited singlet-state oxygen(IAg)

in the quenching. T'hough Parmenter and Rau3 have also excluded

the quenching process(c) from the diffusion controlled quenehing

rate constants for several aromatic hydrocarbons in the solutions,

our results provide more reliable experimental evidence for the

conclusion. Taking into account the relative iocat,ion of the '

second tripiet states T2 cornpared to Sl and the symmetries of

Sl and Tl along with the general theory of radiationZess
transitionsl6 as wiu be shown below, it is found that the

oxygen--enhanced intersystem erossing proeess(d)

  . D(Sl)...02 -----> D(Tl .. 2)..•02 (d)
appears to be mainly operative in the oxygen-enhanced quenching

process of D(Sz)..,02•
 '      Reliable data on the energies of the second tripZet states

T2 of aromatic hydrocarbons are insufficient at the present
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stage as seen from Table 1. T2 of benzene was deter•mined from

the TS-So absorption band enhanced by oxygen in the p. resent
system}Owhich is in good agreement with that determined by

coison and Bernsteini7 from the oxygen-perturbed sozid benzene

at ".20K. Zn the ease of naphthaiene, the [r2eSo absorption

band was not detected in the region between Sl(--So and Tz<--So.
bandslO According to the absorption spectrum of crystazline

                    l8naphthalene at 4.20K                       and the eleetron impact spectrum of
naphthalene vapor}9 the second triplet state of naphthalene

seems to lie at about the same energy as Sl. The seeond tripXet

states of anthracene and 2--methylanthrac'ene were deterrnined
                                            20                                               and by Bennetby the [r2<"]]1 absorption spectra by Kellogg
and Mecartin?l Taking into account the theoretical results

         22            and the experimental result of anthracene, theby Kearns
                                                  'second•triplet state of tetracene also seems to lie above Sl
                                                'or nearly at the same energy as Sl. The second triplet state
       'of 9,10-diphenylanthracene is said to lie above Sl from the
very high fluoreseence quantum yield even at room temperature?1

since the intersystem erossing to T2 is considered to be preeZuded

by the large aetivation energy. Zn the ease of ehrysene having '

the lowest Sl--Tl energy gap, the second triplet state is expected

at about the same energy as Sl or above Sz from the result of
Tn,e-`[vl absorption23 and the theoreticaz caleulation by pariSbr?"

                                                              '                  25Ham and Ruedenberg                     have theoretically predigted the T2 energy
ievel of pyrene to be sufficientiy beiow Sl(2600cm-1), This
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result seems to be eonsistent with the results of the temperature
               'dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield of pyyene in the
solutions43,26

     rn the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we can express the

coinplete wavefunctions Y of the states as a product of two

functions " and x such that Y =x" , where " is a funetion of

all eleetronic coordinates and depends parametricaZly on the

nuclear coordihates, and x depends only on the nuclear coordinates.

From the general theory of radiationiess transitions, the

rate constant for the radiationless process(d) can be expressed
as fouows",l6

                                  2               kf.(02) = (2rr,'h)p3 Fif (2)

Xn this expression, B is the electronic matrix element for the

initial Yi and finai Yf states, p is the•density of the finaZ

state quasidegenerate with the initial state, and Fif is the

Franek-Condon factor foy the transition to the direetly eoupled

final state.

     As the indirect mixing of the initiai,D(Si)...02, and finaZ,
                                        'D(T)..,02, states via the charge-transfer state with oxygen

appears to be more important in enhancing the radiationZess
transition than direct ntxing(exchange interaction)Z3, B is

                4given as folXows,

              B " `thfiHltpc[r'`"c[rlHl"i'/(Ei-Ec!r) (3)
                                                               '               'where H is the total Hamiltonian, thi and thf indicate the eleetronie

wavefunctions of the initial and finai states, respectively, tpcT' '
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indicates the charge-transfer state, and Ei-EcT equal the energy

difference between the corresponding states. Fif is given by

            Fif=fil<xnflxi>l2 (4) ,
where n runs over aii vibrational ievels of the finaZ state.
     As indicated by Tsubomura and Mulliken}3 the triplet state

formed between 3D<T) and 3o2, 3"f, rnixes strongiy with 3ipcT,

                                                                'g.hkc:,ll gu,i.? :ix2s, :gee,t:g,I. :!pl,eg,st,age.igze;g.i2txz::,IDfsi)

elements B(3) are considerably large]? than the intr'amolecula]?

direct S-T mixing matrix elements of free aromatic molecules
through the spin-orbit interaction?7 This seems to offer a
                                                   '
reasonable explanation for the experirnental faet that the

fluorescence quenehing of aromatics by oxygen is a very fast

process.
                                      28     Aceording to a notation by Platt,                                        the Zowest triplet

states Ti of the nine aroniatic hydrocarbons are all represented
by 3Lat The sl states are repre,sented by ILb for benzene,

naphthaiene, chrysene and pyrene, and by iLa for the others

as shown in Fig.9. The second triplet states W2 are believed
to be'3Bbl9.,24,25 La eorresponds to the B2u' elecbronrkc state

of the aromatic hydrocarbons belonging to the D                                                   point group,                                                2h
and both IJb and Bb to Blu?8'29 [rhe possibxe symmetry eoyrexation

diagrarn of the exeited states Dee in the D..•02 pair with C2v Or

Cs symmetry is shown in Fig.10, although the actual geometrieal

configurations'will not be so simple.
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       C, C2. D2h
            '
                               '       A •Bi Biu( Lb,Bb)

       A'-B2-------B2,( La )

           D•••• 02 D

     Fig,IO, A possible symmetry co]?relation diagrarn

the exeited electronie states of aromatic hydrocarbon

belonging to D2h point group in the D...02 pair with

C2v Or Cs symmetry.

of

D
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     The oxygen-enhanced radiationless transition process(d)

is possibly classified into following th•ree cases for the

aromatic hydroearbons examined.
                                              '
                Sl iS Lb Or La and T2 lies appreciably     Case Z,

                below Sl. '
                Sl iS La and T2 lies at nearly the same energy     Case XX,

                a$ Sl or above Sl. '
     Case XIX, Sl is Lb and T2 lies at nearZy the same energy

                as Sl oT above Si.

     Benzene and pyrene belong to ease I, where the radiationless

process from Sl to T2 is thought to be very fast because of
                                                                'the extrernely favorable Franck-Condon faetors, since the
                                                       l5,16Si-T2 energy gaps are much smaUer than those of Sl-Tl.

From large kfn(02) value comparable to those of benzene and

pyrene, perylene seems to belong to ease I. Anthracene, its

derivatives and tetracene belong to ease IZ, where the

radiationless proeess to T2 nearly at the sarne energy as Sl

or above Sl is thought to be precluded by the presence of
fairiy iarge activation energy expected in the process?1,26

Zn this case, thereÅëore, the oxygen-enhanced intersystem

crossing proeess from Si(La) to Tl(La) is dominant, and we

can also applied the expressions (2)--(4) to the radiationZess

process just as to the ease Z. Because the symmetry of Sl

is the same as that of Tl in the case U as seen Åírom Fig.9

and 10, the electronic matrix elements including the totally
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symmetric Hamiltonian(H), 3, should be larger than those in

ease rll, where the symmetry of Sl(Lb) is different frorn that

oÅí Tl(La), It seems reasonable•to assume that appreeiable

differenee in the Fif vaXues are not expected between ease rr

and case IXI beeause of the comparable Sl--Tl energY

gaps important for the oxygen--enhanced radiationless process.

So, the remarkab].y large kÅín(02) values in ease I eompared to

the other cases can be weU interpreted in terms of the dominant

role of FTanck-Condon factors in the oxygen-enhanced intersystem
                                            16crossing from Sl to T2. Robinson and Frosch                                               have made

quantitative caZculations of the rates of the intramoZecular
intersystem crossing sl-)"T2( IB2u-3Elu) and Sl--)`Tl(IB2u---3Blu)

                                                       'in free benzene and indicated that Si-T2 meehanism dominates

Sl"Tl mechanism. The T2 state near Sl will aZso play an

irnportant role in the oxygen--enhaneed intersystem crossing at
                                                         'higher temperatures, as indicated in the ternperature dependenee
                                                            'of the intramolecular intersystem ckossings of free arornatie
rnoleeuies with appreciabie activation energies?l,26

                       '
      Phos horeseence Quenchin Efficieneies of Na hthalene

etiasl-l}gnndB h iL do
we detected weak phosphoreseence of
extremeiy short lifetime(<loN3sec)

adsorbate immersed in liquid oxygen

radiative lifetime of oxygen-perturbed

. In the previous paper,?

  naphthalene with the

 from naphthalene-porous glass

  at 770K. The natural

     tripZet-state naphthaZene
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was calculated to be gxlo'4sec from the observed Ti-So

absorption speetrum under the same gondition?'9 which is very

short cornpared to the unperturbed value,u sec50 The rate

constant of the oxygen-enhanced radiationless transition kpn(02)

in the phosphorescenee quenching of naphthalene can be estimated
to be Nio5sec-i from the reiative phosp.horescenee intensities

without and with the presence of liquid oxygen, the obtained

kfn(02) value and the perturbed radiative ra+.e cons"oant in the

presence of liquid oxygen, though the phosphorescence lifetime

in liquid oxygen could not be measured.

     The effect of oxygen on the phospho]?escence of benzoD.henone

is very small compared to that of naphthalene. The phosphorescence

spectra and decay eurves with and without the presence o.f

iiquid oxygen are shown in Fig.l: and l2,respectively. rp(02)/Ip

is calculated to be O.22 from the observed phosphorescence

intensities. This value agrees with the Tp(02)/Tfo vaZue of O.28

calculated from the decay curves within experimental error

[ Tp(02) = 2.8 rns and Tp = 9.8 ms ]. As it is well known that

the quantum yield of intersystem erossing in benzophenone is
unity even without the presence of oxygen?1 rp(02)/rp and

Tp(02)/Tp can be expressed by the following equation:

            Xp(02)/Xp = kp(02)Tp(02)/kpTp (5)
where kp and kp(02) indicate the rate eonsPants of tbe radiative
                              '                                                                 'transitions from the unperturbed and pertuTbed benzophenone,

                                                   'respectively. From the gxperimental fact that rp(02)/Zp

                         z,
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approxiniately equal to Tp(02)/Tp, it can be eoncluded that the

radiative transition is little affected by the presence of

oxygen, that is, kpMkp(02). Our eonclusion is aZso consistent
with the result by Knada et al3? who have showed that the presenee

of oxygen has no apparent effeet on the Tz-S. absorption of

benzophenone in the solution. Consequently, the rate constant

of the oxygen-enhanced radiation).ess t.ransiti'ion, kpn(02)) in

liquid oxygen can be obtained by the fbllowi,ng equation.

               [p(02)/Ip " 1/[1 +- Tpkp.(02)] (6)
The caleulated kpn(02) vaiue,3.8xlo2sec-1, is very sniau cornpared

to that of naphthaiene.

     The experimental fact of•very weak oxygen effect on the

triplet-state behzophenone seerns to irpdicate an important role

of the charge-transfer inteyaction in the oxygen quenehing.
                                                                'The charge-transfer'  state with oxygen will lie at higher enevgy

cornpared to those oÅí aromatic hydroearbons due to the Zarge
ionization potentiai( g.4s ev33). consequentiy,•the mixing

                                           'between the excited phosphorescen`v n-rf tyiplet state.and the
    'eharge--transfer state wiil become considerably small. Furthevmore,

the interaction between the n-rree state and charge-transfer state,i'

whieh is important in the oxygen-enhanced radiationless proeess,

is considered to depend on the magnitude of the overlap between

the Tee orbitai and the electron-aceepting orbital T(02) oÅí

oxygen, while the overlap between n orbital of benzophenone and

rr(02) orbital is important for the eharge-transfer interaetion
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in the ground state13'34 sinee the intermoieeuiar geometrical

configurations between benzophenone and oxygen at 770K s' eerns

to be dete..rmined by the favorable interaction in the ground

state, the raixing of the n-Tce state with the eharge-t]?ansfer

state will be small due to the unfavorable geornetrieal

eonfiguration foT the mixing between them. On the othe'r hand,

the geometrical configurations favorable foT the interaetion

between the T-Tee excited states of aromatic hydrocarbons and

the char'ge-transfer states with oxygen, TX-•--rr(02) inte]?action,

can aZso contribute to the charge--transfer interaction in the
                                                            35ground state.Recently, it has also been suggested by Brewer

based on his experimental result.s of the oxygen quenehing for

the fluorescence of benzene derivatives that t.he lack of observed

oxygen quenching of the excited singlet state oÅí many ketones

may be due to their high ionization potentials.

                   CONCLUDING REMARKS

     It has been found out that the obtained intrinsic rate

constants of oxygen-enhanced yadiationless transitions from Sl

in various aromatlc hydrocarbons depend to a large extent on

the nature of the eiectronic states inherent in each moleeule                                                              '
and by assuming the oxygen-enhanced intersystem crossing,these

new observations are reasonably interpreted in terms of Franck-

Condon factors, the iocation of the second triplet states and

the symmetries of the related electronic, states(Sl and Tl).
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Zt is the first case in the fteld of intermoleeular

interactions that the important roXes of these factors

have been pointed out in a quenching process in terrns

of the general theory of radiationZess transitions

based on the intrinsic quenching rate constants. Our

conciusion that the enhanced intersystem crossing process

is a dominant path in the fluorescence quenehing by oxygen

seems consistent with the recent resuZt by Ottolenghi et
al7, who examined the fluorescence quenching of aromatic
                                                         '
hydrocarbons by oxygen in the solutions by use of a pulsed
                                                      .Iaser technique and directly observed the first population

Of Tl from Ylnnf1 absorption. rn a polar solvent sueh as

acetonitrile.. they also .found a srnalZ drop of Tl population

accompanied by the formation of arornatic cation radical,

which is thought to result from the charge-transÅíe? state

via D(Sl)•••02•

     Zn our present system, liquid oxygen seems to act as
                                                'a sort of non--polar solvent on the adsorbed Dee...O                                                    which                                                 2,
seems to be unfavorable for enhancing the internal eonversion

to the charge-transfer state, In addition, the rigid

intermolecular configurations between adsorbed aromaties

and oxygen at 770K rnight suppress the degree of freedom

neccesary for the radiationless relaxation processes of
Dx...o237 [vhese factors unfavorable for enhancing the

radiationless processes lead to the srnall kfn(02) values
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as competing with the fZuorescence decays. Consequently,

we could directly observe the weakened fluoreseence' of

adsorbed aroinatics even under the condition where the

Nuorescers are surrounded by oxygen molecules. From the
                                                'energy-level aspect of the aromatie-oxygen pair[ D(Sl)•.•02>

CTI in Fig.7], the fluoyeseencp" from Sl ean be regarded as

an interesting example of the fluorescence from higher

excited electronic states,
     As s]trown in the previous paper? at room temperature)

no appreeiable difference was observed in the efficieney of

fluorescence quenching by oxygen between adsorbed anthracene

and naphthalene. Because of the existence of app]?eciable
activation energies in most cases of radiationiess proeesses?Z'26

                                                          'the kfn(02) values are expected to be at least in a few

orders of magnitude larger at room temperature than those in
the present system(io7 N ioii see-i), in agreement with

the above experimental result. Wherefore, the' oxygen-enhanced

r)adiationless processes in the soiutions seems to be so

fast as to eompete with vibrationaZ or solvent relaxation of

the excited molecules at roorn temperature. This is consistent

with the experimental observation that the Muorescence
                                                        'quenchings by oxygen in the soiutions are the diffusion-

controlled proeesses.
     Recentiy, porter et ai14 and Thomas et ai38 have

                '
revealed using laser phtolysis techniques that the oxygen
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quenching of the triplet--state aromaties in the solutions

is by a factor of ca. 10 slower than the diffusion-

controlled quenching of the fluorescence by oxygen. This

observa`oion corresponds to our result that the kpn(02)
        'values of naphthalene and benzophenond are extrernely smaiZ

compared to the kfn(02) values. These interesting ,

observations can be interpreted reasonably in terms of the

Franck-Condon factors for the oxygen'-enhanced radiationless
                                                          'tranSitiOns, Sl"Tl or 2 and Tl->So, which increase with

the decrease in the energy gap between the corresponding

electronic states. As ean be seen from TabZe 1) the Sl•-Tl

Or Sl-T2 energy gaps are fairly smalZ cornpared to the

So-Tl energy gaps. Such a condition is satisfied for the

cases of naphthalene and benzophenone even when the wei:-

known energy t;ansfer proeess involving exeited singlet-

state oxygen is taken into aecount,
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                    Chapter rV

     Charge-Transfer Cornplexes in the Adsorbed Phase.

Modine Compiexes with Benzene and DiethyZ Ether, and

[Vetracyanoethylene Complex with Naphthaiene Adsorbed

on Por'ous Vycor Glass

                    SUMMARY

     The iodine complexes with benzene and diethyl ether,

and the tetraeyanoethylene complex with naphthalene have

been investigated spectrophotometricaily in the adsorbed

phase using thin porous Vycor glass plates as an adsorbent.

In eaeh case, a characteristie eharge-transfeT absorption

spectrum was observed. The band maxima and intrensiCies of the

eharge-transfede bands and the shifted iodine visibXe band

have been examined at severai ternperatures. On the basis of
             'the present results and those aiready obtained in both the

gas and liquid phases, the nature of the weak eharge--transfer

ihteraction in the liquid phase as welZ as the eharaeteristic

molecuiar interactions on thb surface are discussed by taking

                                 'into aeeount the possible adsorbent and solvent effeets on

                          'the complexes.
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                       INTRODUCTION

     As described in the previous Chapter,the molecUlar

interactions are somewhat different in the adsorbed phase

from those in solutions and gas phase. At higher

coneentrations of adsorbed aromatic hydrocarbons sueh as

naphthaiene and anthracene, exeimer-type fZuorescence due

to the ground-state sandwich dimers formed easily on the
surfaee is observed in addition to the monomer fluorescencel)2
                                                            'For the weak charge-transfer intieraction ot' oxygen with

                                                              ,Iorganie molecules(so-caUed contact charge-ttransfer interaction),

unlike the spectra in the solutions, the eharge-transfer
absorption bands with cxear maxima are observed3'4

     For the weak charge--transfer complexes,e.g., the iodine-
                                          'benzene complex, the question is not settled whether the

electrostatic( Coulomb and polarization) or the charge-transfer

force is more important for the ground-state stabiiity of
the compiexes5'6 The reiative reiation between•the intensity

of the charg.e-transfer band and the stabUity is stiXZ open
to question6'7 in the adsorbed phase, the moiecular cornpiex

is thought not to undergo interna: compression effeet as
exerted by solvent on the dissolved eomplex8 and not be

surrounded by continuous dielectric rnedium as in the so:ution.•
Furthermore, different froTn ehe eornplex in the gas phase?

more fixed geornetrieal eonfigurations rnight be expeeted
                                                        'especiaily for weak complexes because of the adsorptive
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interaction with the surfaee of adsorbent on one side!

     In the present work, we extent our spectrophotometric

investigations on the molecular interaetions in the adsorbed

phase using porous Vycor glass as an adsorbent furtheT to '

a number of charge-transfer eomplexes, the spectraZ and

thermodynarnic results of which are well known in both the

gas and liquid phases and discuss the natuxe of the

molecular interaetions in these various meclia.

                   EXPERIMEN[VAL

     [rhe preparation ef porous Vycor giass(PVG) plates

(40xlOxO.8mm) and the purifications of benzene, tetraeyano-

ethylene(TCNE) and naphthalene were described in a previous
Chapter" Guaranteed reagent iod;ne from Merck was sublimed

                                             'in vacuum. DiethyZ ether was d?ied over calcium chloride and

                                       'fractionally distilled,

     The procedure of adsorption was also the same as described
in the previous Chapter" For the iodine complex with benzene

or ether, the donor was adsorbed on the PVG plate plaeed in

a thin quartz cell(1.5mm) from the vapor phase and the PVG

plate was then exposed to iodine vapor through a break--ofÅí

seal. For the TCNE complex with naphthalene, firstly TCNE and

then naphthalene were adsorbed from the vapor phase. rn eaeh
                                                    'case, the amounts of adsorbed donor and aceeptor were rneasured.

CVhe absorption spectra of the PVG--adsorbates were measured
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at various temperatures with a Shimadzu Multi-Purpose

recording spectrophotometer, Model 50L. Xn all cases, the

amounts of the adsorbed dondrs were in large excess compaTed
                         4to those of the aeceptors. We can therefore assume that all

of the acceptor molecules are in the form of complexes, an

assumption, which will be confirmed as described lqter.

1?herefore, we have estimated the rnolar extinction coefficients

of the charge-transfer bands based on the concentrations ot

the acceptor( iodine or [rCNE) in the glass as shown in the
previous Chaptere

                   RESULTS

Absor tion S eetra of the Xodine Com lexes wi'th 'Be'n'z'ene

ga!lg.-glgyA;z,L-s!u}gzd Di th l Eth ,'--- As shown in Mg.I, the absorption

spectrum of adsorbed benzene is almost in good agreement

with that in the solutions. When this benzene--PVG pZate

was exposed to iodine vapor, a new band attributable to the
  'charge-transfer absorption was detected at 280 nm. Zn the
                                   '
ether-iodine system, a characteristic charge-transfer banq

was also observed at 250 nm as shown in Mg.2. The well-

known visible band of iodine was found to have a maximum

at 512 nm in the adsorbed phase at room ternperature. The

visible spectrum showed only a maximum at 505 nm in the

presenee of benzene, and at 495 nm in the preocrence oÅí ether.
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     Figure l, Absorption spectra

complex with benzene adsorbed on
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     Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the iodine

complex with diethyl ether adsorbed on PVG pZate:

(l) at room temperature, (2) at -600C, (3) at

- 1960C( 770K ).



Spectral Re'sults

     Table l

of the Xodine Complex with Benzene.

   AH

(kca1/mo1)

Charge-transfer band

  Xmax gmax
  (nm) (M-lcm-1)

Shifted

x
  max

(nm)

iodine visible banda

  e  max
(M-lcm'1)

Av  1!2
(cni-1)

Adsorbed phase

  at room temperature

  at -6ooc

  at -1960C.(77QK)

280

283

290

1500

18oo

2000

505

495

482

 910

!ooo

li50

3720

36oo

3350

Gas      bphase -2.0+O.! 268 l65o+ZOo

Liquid phase

  at room temperature
    in n--heptaneC'd -1.62

    in ccle4

  at -lg60c(77oK)d

288

292

32 4.

12000 l4000

  l64oo

  l3000

500

452

     a) For the adsor6ed free iodine at room temperature?xmax=512nm and e=800

g:e:ggg,2s,ig?mbge:ygf2gu.Eesh,xm,ass.ze.g:g,g:.g.?gi,.H.g:i"2o,:g:,gEg.B.6s'kg??I,e

El:td R.L.scott, i6id., zctL, 3s2s(igso).. d) Ref.g. e)'i-l.IJ.Andrews and R.M.Keefer

L4, 4500(l952).

. For iodine

. Am . Chem . So,e .
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SpectraX Results

    Table 2

of the Iodine Comp1exwith Diethyl Ether.

        Charge-transfer

(kcal/mol) (..Ma ) X (M --1

band

peftil )

  Shifted

x
 max
(nm)

 iodine

   e(M-i[gikii

visible

)

 band

Av (gA2,)

Adsorbed phase

 at room temperature

 at -6ooc

 at --l960C(77eK)

250

255

262

l500

2300

2900

495

475

465

 8IO

 920

1150

5150

448o

361o
l

vNl

        aGas phase -3•2+o.i 234 2100+400

Mquid phase

 at room temperature
   in n-heptaneb

   in cclfi

-4

-4

.2

3
r

252

249

5650

4700

462

468

950

873

41oo

41oo

a) see

   82,

footnote b) in
           c)2129(l960).

Table ' 1

 P.A.D.

'

de

b) M.Bandon, M

Maine, J.Chem.

.Tamres

Phys.,

  and S.Searles,

26, ll92(l957)•

J.Am.Chem.Soc. '
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Xn both eases, the band attributable to the adsorbed free

iodine could not be deteeted. It is well known that the

visible iodine band shifts to blue upon eomplexing with
various donors? Therefore, the above resuZts indicate

that all of the adsorbed iodine is in the form of the eomplexes

with the donor molecules, in support of our assumption in

the determinatÅ}on of the molar extinetion coefficients( ecT)

                                                          'of the charge-transfer bands in the adsorbed phase.

     The temperature dependenee of the absorption spectra

of the iodime eomplexes adsorbed on the PVG piates were also

exarnined as shown in Fig.1 and 2. For the measurement at

-600C, a mixture of 99% ethanol and liquid nitrogen was used

as a cooXant. Because of the almost negligible amount oÅí the

uncompiexed iodine, the concentrations of the compZexes ean

be taken to be eonstant at different temperatures. So, we

can examine the ternperature dependenee of the eharge-transfer

interaction itself in the eomplexes from the spectrai ]?esults.

The obtained spectrai results of the iodine complexes are

s.ummarized in Table l and 2, together with those already

obtained in both the gas and Ziquid phases.

     Absor tion S eetra of the TCNE Corn lex 'with Na hthale'ne.•---

The TCNE-naphthalene eomplex is welZ known in both the gas

and liquid phases to have two charge--transfer absovption

bands in the visibZe region due to the transi'tions from the
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Speetral Results

   Table 3

of the TCNE Complex with Naphthalene.

  AH.
(keal/mol)

First charge-transfer

   Xe  (. m. a) x ( M .- 1 pe2 X- l )

 band

Av
(cthll)

  Second

       '  Xrnax

(nm)

charge-transfer

    e
   (MMiE.-1)

band

 Av
  ,gAg,,

Adsorbed phase

 at room temperature

 at -1960C ( 770K )

56o

585

 960

2000

4100 440

450

 960

1700

5500

Gas phasea
-- 7.76 477 575+167 4000 384 610+177 5100

t

Pool

Liquid phase

 at roomtemperature
           .
         b   in ccL         4

   in CH2CL:

-3.84 550

550

l640

1240

3950 429

429

l660

.U20

U050

a)!.Hanazaki

  1971, to be

b)           c)  Ref.'' 10.

and R.S.Mulliken,

 pub1ished.

 Ref. Il.

Symposium onElectron-Donor-Acceptor Complexes, at Sendai      ,
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highest and the second highest oceupied molecular orbitaZs

of naphthaiene to the lowest vacant molecular orbital of
[rcNEIO-12 In the crystal of the TcNE-naphthalene eompZex,

the charge-transfer band at th'e shorter wavelength is

negligibly weak compared to other band at the ionger•
waveiength13 .The intensity ratio of the two charge-transfer

bands seems to depend on the surrounding media which might

play an important role in determining the ground-state

geometries of the complex. Xt is interesting frorn this

viewpoint to investigate the absorption speetrum of the TCNE-

naphthalene complex in the adsorbed phase.

     The charge--transfer absorption spectra obtained at

room ternperature and at 770K are shown in Fig.3. Similar to

those both in the gas and iiquid phases, two bands were

observed with comparable intensities. Upon cooling the

sample to 770K, the band showed a red shift and increase in

the intensity. rt is noteworthy that the band at the longev

waveiength becomes stronger than the other band at 770K

as shown in Fig.3. The obtained speetral results of the

TCNE coniplex with naphthaZene are summarized in Table 3

together with those already obtained in both the gas and

liquid phases,
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               DXSCUSSXON

S ectral Pro erties of the Char e--Transfer Com lexes

in the Adsorbed Phase.-Xt is weU known that, as in the

case of dissolved molecules, electronic absorption bands in

the adsorbed phase shift generally toward the longer
                                                      14,15wavelengths in comparison with those in the gas phase.
It has been found2 that the absorption spect:a of aromatic

hydrocarbons adso]?bed on the PVG plates are neanly in good

agreement with those dissolved in ethanol as seen from Fig.Z

in the case of benzene. This is consistent with the
expecration15based on the refractive index of pVG almost

identical with that of silica gel(n=1.420). Therefore,

there appears to be no specific interaction of adsorbed

molecu,les with the surface of PVG other than dipol-dipoi

or van der Waals adsorptive interaction.

     Mt is interesting that the absorption band maximum

of the iodine eornplex with benzene in the adsorbed phase

lies between those in the gas phase and soZutions. On the

other hand, the band maxima for the TCNE complex with

naphthalene and the iodine complex with ether, which are

reaatively strong compared to the iodine-benzene .eomplex as

seen from the thermodynarnic results in Table i, 2 and 3,

are almost in accord with those in the liquid phase.The

presently estimated rnolar extinction eoefficients e based

on the content of iodine seem to be reasonabie from the
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result that the obtained e for the' iodine visible band are

alrnost Å}n agreement with the vaXues in the solutions within
experimentai errori6( see aiso footnote a in Tabie i and

2). Though there appear to be appreciabay large expe'rimental

                  values for weak complexes such as the iodine-errors in the E               CT
                                                               'benzene eompiex in the gas phase and solutions, it can stiZl

be found that the ecT in the adsorbed phase is nearly

identical with that in the gas phase and is approximately by
                                        'a factor of 10 smaller than that in the solutions, Xt is also
                                               'of interest that the difference in Ec[D for the iodine-ether'

eoraplex is considerably smali cornpared with that for the

iodine-benzene complex and the ec[v value for the rgCNE-

naphthalene eomplex in the adsorbed phase is aZmost

identical wi•th that in the solution.
                       17                          expiained the apparent anomaly of     Orgei and Mulliken

deereasing ecT with the inereasing stabiiity of the cornplex

for weak eomplexes in terms of the contact charge-transfer

absorption. Sueh a effect is considered to be negJigibZe

for strong complexes such as the TCNE compZex and is expeeted
                                              'to be less significant in the gas and qdsorbed phases where
                                                          8the cage effect exerted by solvent is negligible. Trotter
                                           'has shown ehat the internal eompression exerted by solvent

op the solute molecules shows significant effects on the

weak and compressible charge-transfe'r complexes such as

the iodine-benzene complex, which lead to the large vapor-
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liquid shifb and the increase in the intensity of the

charge--transfer band, One suggestion is possible that the

solvent cage around the eontact pair in solution might

eonfine it under some pressure and make it stable in soZution.
                                            'On the other hand, in the adsorbed phase, the eharacteristic

attraetive interaction of adsorbed molecules with the

adsovbent might be favorable for fixing tle geometrical

configurations of the weak complexes. We have shown from

the spectral results that adsorbed organic molecuZes and

oxygen have more fixed geometrieal configurationt than
those in the soiutions3'4 Therefore, it seems highiy
                                                      '
                                       fox) the adsorbedprobable that the extremely small e                                    CT
iodine-benzene eomplex eompared to those in the solutions is

mostiy due to the large decrease of the contribution from the

contact charge-transfer interaction. Furthermore, frorn the

anomalous blue shift of the charge-transfer ba'nd oÅí the

iodine-benzene complex in the adsorbed phase even compared

with those in the non-polar solvents, the internal compression

effect of the solvent on the intermolecular distance of the
                                                  'weak and compressible complex and the resuXting increased
interaetion18 should aiso be taken into account in the

explanation for the differences in the moleeular interactio'n
                    '                                                 'between the adsorbed and liquid phases.
                                                   '     As seen clearly from Table 2, the shift of the visible

iodine band upon the complexin' g is smaUer than those in
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the solutions at room temperature even though the

charge--transfer bands 1Å}e almo$t at the sarne wavelength.

This can also be attributable to the interaction of the

iodine in the cornplex with soZvent molecules on other'sides,

which is unexpected in the adsorbed phase. Recently,
Bhowmik19 has also shown from the thermodynamic properties

that the iodine-selvent interaetion plays an important roZe

in the iodine-benzene comp.lex in the solutions.

     [rem erature De endence of the Char e--Transfer AbsorLlg:t9A,gno

Bands and Zodine Visible Band.-- As evident from Fig.1

and 2, the eharge-transfer bands shift toward longer

wavelengths and the iodine visible band toward shorter

wavelengths with decreasing the sample temperature. These

shifts can be explained by the i'ncreased eharge-transfer

interaction at low temperature arising from the closer

contact between the donor and acceptor molecules and the

re$ulting higher overlap, Consequently, the blue shift of

the iodine visible band is due mainly to the exchange

repulsion between the suddenXy swollen iodine molecule in
the exeited state and the the cioser donor molecule?O

As ean be seen from Mg,1, the absorption of benzene itself

becomes broader and lower in intensity at :ow temperatuve

eompared with that at room temperature, probabZy due to the

increased interaction at low temperature.
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     Zt is worth noting that the iodine visibZe band is

sharpened at low temperatures. This band is due to the

transition from a somewhat antibonding orbitaZ(Tg) to a lowest`-
vaeant strongly antibonding 6-type orbieal(uu)?l As the

                                            'dative(ionic) structure, D+I5, increases in the ground state

of the compiex with increasing charge-transfer interaction

at low temperatures, the :-r bond distanee of iodine(r2)

in the complex increases beeause of the increased anionic

character of the iodine molecule in the ground state. The

equUibrium bond distance of iodine in the aueng excited

state wilX be fairly larger than that in the ground state

because of the strong antibonding ou oi7bitai. Therefore,

the differnee. in the equilibrium bond distance bet'ween the
                                          'ground and the excited states of iodine will decrease with

the inereasing charge-transfey interaction, which results in

the less steep slope of the corresponding potentiaX curve of

the I--r bond in the exeited state and leads to the sharper

visible band pf iodine together with the blue shift of the

band.

     In the case of the relatively strong rr-T type
                                     'compiex of TCNE-naphthalene, the spectral properties in t,he

adsorbed phase are in good agreement with those in the

soiutions. The red shift of the charge-transfer bands

upon cobling are also due to the increased interaetion

at low temperature, It is interesting that the intensity of
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the band at the longer wavelength becomes higher at 770K

than other charge-transfer band. A similar behavior has been

observed for the solution of the TCNE-naphthalene eomplex
under high external pressures42 These can be expiained'by

assurning the corresponding two possible ground-state

geometrical configurations of the complex as expected

frorn the symmetrical consideration of the corresponding
molecular orbitals of naphthalene and TcNEI3 under high

pressures in the solution oy at low temperature in the

adsorbed phase, the relatively, more stable geometricaZ

configuration corresponding to the charge-transfer band

at the longer wavelength is constdex'ed to beoome dominant.
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                      Chapter V

     Experirnentai Determination of the Charge--Transfer

States between Acetone and Electron-Donating and

Electron-Accepting Olefins

     Xt was preposed by Turro and eo-workers ehat the

stereospecifieal oxetane formation of aliphatic ketones

in the n-rrX singlet state with trans-dicyanoethyiene(DCE)
proceeds via a singlet complex as an interrnediatel and

that the ketone fluorescenee is strongly quenched by both

electron--donatlng and electron-accepting olefins possibly

because of the nueleophUic and e]eetrophiXiÅë properties
of the n-Tx excited state4

     We wish here to show experirnentaUy that acetone aets

both as an n-donor and as a rr-acceptor by detecting the

charge--transfer absorption bands with tetramethylethylene

(7?ME) and DCE.

     We have recently shown that the adsorption technique

allows us to detect the charge-tTansfer absorption bands

of very weak complexe$ even in the absoTption region of
cornponent moleeuies3'4(see aiso chapter :x). The poTous

                                                       'Vycor glass(PVG) plate of Corning Glass Wo)?ks, which ,is

tvansparent down to 21o nm, was used as an adsorbent5'

The PVG plate(40xlOxO,8mm) piaced in a thin quartz ceZl
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                                '                              '
was exposed to acetone vapor through a break-off seaX,

then cooled to 770K and exposed to [PME o]? DCE vapor through

the pther' break--off seal. The absorption spectra of the

plates were measured before and after the adsorption of

olefins as shown in Fig.l.

     Weak absorption bands characteristic of neither eomponent

alone were observed in the region of acetone absorption by
                                                             'the adsorption of DCE and TME. 7?he intensities of the new
                                                              '
bands inerease with decreasing the temper,ature and vice versa.

This fact seems to indicate that the new bands arise from

weak charge-transfer type interactions between adsorbed

acetone and olefins, From the viewpoint of aeetone rnolecular

orbitais, it can be expected t"nat acetone acts as both

an n-donor and T-aeceptoy.

     The position of the charge-transeer state can be

estimated in a similar way as for an ordinary complex. The
                                  ) is s.3o ev6 and theionization potential of TME( Z
                               p
electron affinity of acetonG( EA) is considered to be negative,

Zeading to a charge-transfer compiex with the absorption

in a region of fairly short wavelengths. The Coulomb

attraction energy( C ) between acetone anion and TME eation

is caleulated to be 3.5di.O eV by point charge approximation

for the probable geometrical configurations.'Hence, the

charge-transfer state can be calculated by use of the

equation, EcT = Xp- EA - C, to be approximately at 5 eV(40kK)
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above the ground state, in good agreement with the observed

new band( Fig.1 b ),
                                         '
     rn the ease of acetone and DCE, the observed new band

can also be reasonably assigned to the eharge-transfer
absorption band between acetone as a donor( xp=g.7 ev6)

and DCE as an acceptor. When the aeetone-PVG adsorbate

was exposed to iodine vapor instead of DCE, a new band

aseribable to the charge-transfer band with acetone as a

donor was detected also in the region of aeetone absorption.

Xt was also found that the absorption band of iodine in

the visible region is shifted from 5i2 nm to 455 nm upon

complexing with acetone, These results seern to indicate

that DCE has almost the same electron affinity as iodine,

the vertical elec"vron affinity of which is known to be
i.7+o.s ev7

     On account of the weak charge-transfer interaetion

of acetone with the olefins in the ground state, a fairly

large coneentration of acetone is required to detect the

charge-transfer band in the solutions. S' o, in ehe speetral

studies so far carried out for the aeetone eomplexes in the

solutions, the measurement of the absorption speetra in the

region of acetone absorption has been obscured by the strong

absorption of acetone itseif.

     We have recently observed charge-transfer absorption

bands suffieiently above the Muorescent equilibntum
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charge-transfer states for the systern of weak charge-transfer

interaction sueh as aromatic hydrocarbons--aliphatie amines
(exciplex) system" Taking into account the simUar behavior

expected for the present system, the singlet complex proposed

by Turro as an intermediate oÅí the oxetane formation between
       'n-TX exited acetone and DCE is supposed to com'espond to

the equilibrium charge•-transfer state largely stabilized

beXow the n-Tee excited sing:et ,state of acetonteN by the

solverst reorientation and the structural change of the

complex in the excited state. Furthermore, the nucleophi].ic

(eleetron-donating> and electrophiiie(electron-aceepting)

properties of the n-rrsc excited $tate of carbonyl compounds

proposed in the fluoreseenee quenching by oZefins can be
                                                 'well interpreted in terms of the charge--transfer interaction
                                                '
of carbonyl compounds in the n--rrX excited state with 'the

corresponding .charge-transfer states with olefins, Zeading

to the nonfluorescent reaetive charge--transfer states sueh

as the singiet compiex mentioned above.
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The Interaction ef Oxygen with Organic

Absorption Spectra Caused by Adsorbed

Molecules and Oxygen

Molecules. I.

Organic

H. Ishida, I•l. Takahashi, l•I. Sato, and H. Tsubomura

Conti'ibution frotn Departnient of Cheniisti'.y, ]Flacttlty of Engineei'ing Scienee,

Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka, Japan. ReceivedJune 30, I969

Abstract: Electronic absorption spectra, arising from interactions between oxygen and aromatic compounds ad-
sorbed on porous glass or silica gel, were measured. Unlike the spectra induced by oxygen in organic solvents,
absorption spectra with a certain number of clear maxima have been observed in most cases. These maxima have
been interpreted to represent separate charge-transfer excited states, of which the theoretical aspects are discussed.
The effect on the spectra of lowering the temperat.ure has been studied. Strong adsorption spectra caused by the
singlet - tripiet transitions have been obtained for naphthalene adsorbed on porous glass immersed in liquid
oxygen. Charge-transfer absorption spectra arising from the interaction between iodine and aniline derivatives
adsorbed on silica gel have alse been measured, and the results are discussed in relation to the oxygen7aniline
systerns.

Eveg.s,go,ll•e,d,;h,s,t,o.x,y.g,e,z.dgzs.o,JJ,e,g.jn,s.rageiiKs.og:

lengths longer than the absorption edges of the aro-
matics.ia Many experiments related to this prob-
leni have been done, and now it seems to be quite rea-
sonable that the extra absorption bands are caused by
the charge-transfer interaction between oxygÅën, as an
electron acceptor, and organic molecules, as electron
donors, although no stable complexes are formed be-
tween them.ie,2-fi Therefore, these absorptien bftcnds
can be considered to be quite similar to the contact
charge-transfer bands found in iodiRe solutions.6,V
Evansib also found additional small peaks at the long-
wavelength taii of the extra absorption bands when oxy-
gen is dissolved under high pressure in the solutions of
aromatic compounds, or when it is mixed with aromatic
vapor. He concluded that these weak bands are
'singlet-triplet absorptien bands enhanced by oxygen.

 (1) (a) D. F, Evans, J, Cltetn, Soc,, 345 (l9S3); (b) ibtd,, 135i,
3885 (1957); 2753 (1959); t73S (1960); (c) ibid., 1987 (1961),
 (2) A. U. Munck and J. R. Scott, IVature, 177, S87 (19S6).
 (3) H. Tsubomura and R. S. Muiliken, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 82, 5966
{1960), ,
 (4) J. Jortner and U. Sokolov, J, Phys, Chem,,'65,1633(1961); L,
Paoloni and M. Cignitti, Sct. Rept. Ist. Super. Sanita, 2, 45 (1962).
 (5) E, C, Lim and V. L, I<owalski, J, Chem. Ph),s,, 36, 1729 (i962);
H. Bradley and A. D. I<ing, ibid. 47, 1189 (1967), •
 (6) L, E, Orgel and R. S. Mulliken, J, Am. Chent, Sec,, 79, 4839
(19S".
 (7) D, F. Evans, L Che,n, Phys., 23, i426 (19S5),

Theoretical jnvestigations of these phenomena were
also undertaken by many authors.3,8,g The contri-
bution of the charge-transfer state in which an electron
is removed from the donor molecule to the oxygen
molecule has been pointed eut. However, the relative
importance ofthe charge-transfer or the exchange mech-
anif ni in perturbing the singlet-triplet transition is still

open to question, though it would depend on the sys-
tem, as well as on the orientation of one molecule to an-
other. No detailed information on the electronic en-
ergy levels of the 'charge-transfer states has been ob-
tained, since the extra absorption bands found so far in
solutions show no absorption maxima but increase
monotonically toward shorter wavelength.
  It was expected that the technique of adsorption
would afford new means for understanding the nature
of intermolecular interaction.iO-'i2 In the present
work, the measurement and interpret'ation of the ab-
sorption spectra caused by the interaction between oxy-
gen and organic molecules adsorbed on the solid sur.
face are c'arried out. Moreover, the characteristics of
intermolecular interaction in the adsorbe,d state, as well

 (8) G. J, Hoijtink, Mol. Phys,, 3, 67 (1906).
 E?},J;,llrqbtyiiutrE,ehi,b,i,dh•, l•b?,l9, ;,':g?)kig64),

 (1 I) H. Sato, K, Hirota, and S. Nagakura, Butt, Chem, Soc. Jmp,, 38,
962 (1965).
 (i2) N. Okuda, J. Chem. Soc. Jap,, Pure Chem. Sect., 82, 1118 (1961),

lshida, Takahtzshi, Sato, Tsubomura / Interaction of Oxygen with Organic Molecutes
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as the extra absorption spectra obtained so far in so-
lutions, are discussed.

Experimental Section
  Materials. ' The commercial high-purity oxygen was 1ed into a
vacuum line and purified by several distiliations using liquid nitro-
gen as a coolant, and the vapor ofliquid oxygen at liquid nitrogen
temperature was used. The silica gel used was from Nakarai
Chemi.cal Corp. (30-42 mesh). Porous glass was donated by
Central Research Laboratory of Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Amaga-
saki, Japan. The glass was supplied in the form of a tube with an
outer diameter of 11 mm, from vvhich many short tubes were cut for
use, Tl}e'surface area was measured to be about 271 m21g. It is
transparetht up to near-ultravio!et region.
  N-Methylaniline, N,N-diethylaniline, N,N-dimethylaniline, and
its o-, m-, and p-methyl derivatives were obtained commercially,
dried with sodium hydroxide, and distilled under reduced pressure.
Commerically available N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine was
purified by disti!lation followed by sublimation in vacuum, N,N"
N',NLTetrametbyl-p-phenylenediamine was purified in the same
wayasdescribedelsewhere.i3 Naphthalenewaspurifiedbycolumn
ehromatography over silica gel, t'ollowed by recrystallization.
Iodine was purified by sublimic tion in vacuum.
  1'rocedurc. The adsorbent, porous glass or silica gel, svas heated
in the air at 5ooO for about 20 hr. Then it wi, s placed in the quf rtz
ccll, which is we]ded onto the apparatus as shown in Figure 1.
Arter evacttation and healing the adsorbent at 5000 for 6-8 hr
in the cell, the apparatus was sealed off a( t the constriction (con 1)
and removed from the vacuum line at thc conical joint. The
adsorbent was then exposed to the vapor of organic material,
which was previously degassed in the ampoule, via a breakoff seal,
at room temperature. The vapor which was not adsorbed in the
system was taken back into the ampoule cooled by liquid nitro-
gen, after whieh the ampoule was sealcd off at con 2.
  Absorption spectra were measured before ancl after the lntrQ-
duction of oxygen into the cell. The abserption spectra of the
porous glass adsorbates were measured with a Cary Model l5
spectrophotometer, with the measuring light passing through the
                                             ,cell and sample. For the case ofsilica gel, a quartz cell having two
planar windows separated from each other by 2 mm was used. The
absorption spectra of the silica gel adsorbates were measured by the
reflection method with a Shimadztt Multi-l)urpose reeording spec-
trophotometer, Model 50L. The monochrornatized sample beam
of the spectrophotorneter hits upon the planar surface ofthc quartz
cell, which, is placed just before the photomultiplier, The specu-
larly reflected light is ied into a specially designed absorber, and only
the intei,sity of the,randomty reflected light is measured by the
photomultlplier. That the scanning ofthe ratjo of the light intens-

  (13) N. Yamamoto, Y, Nftkato, and H, Tsubomura, BttlL Chetn. Soc.
Jap., 39, 2903 (1966).

 tg),>7rx--.-i;-igx

           3o 25 20 15v- xld3c m'1
                   Wave number
Fig"re 2, Electronic absorption spectra causcd by oxygen and
aromatic amines ttdsorbed on porous glass, The glass was exposed
to an oxygen atmosphere of 2oo ,mtn at rooin temperature: (a)
N-methylanitine, (b) N,N-dimethylaniline, (c) N,N-dimethyl-o-
toluidine, (d) N,N-dimethyl-m-toluidine, (e) N,N-dimethyl-p-tolui-
dine, (f) N,N-diethyl"niline, (f') the same as <f), cooled to 77OK, (g)
N,N-dimethyl-p-phenytenedittmine, (h) fluorescence spectrum for
N,N-dimethylanMne.

ity to the intensity of the reference beam agrees fairly well with the
absorption spectra measured by usual methods is well established
for powder materials, adsorbed species, opaque materials, etc.
 The emission spectra were measttted with an .Aminco-Bowman
spectrophoto{tuorimeter, using powdered poro"s,glass put in an
apparatus simi!ar to that shown in Figure 1, with the quartz ceII
having a diameter of only 4 mm. The decay of the emission was
fol!owed by use of a high-speed flash apparatus constructed by N.
Mataga d` nd others.

Results

  Abserption Spectra Caused by Oxygen. The ab-
sorption spectra ca` used by oxygen and aromatic amines
adsorbed on the porous glass are shown in Figure 2,
where the absorption bet'ore introducing oxygen is
subtracted. The intensity of the absorption bands in-
creased with the pressure of oxygen introduced, and
grad"ally decreased with evacuation. When the sample
Nvas cooled down to iiquid nitrogen temperature, the
intensity of the absorption bands increased as shown in
Figure 2 in the case of N,N-diethylani!ine, and the bart.Hs
showed a slight blue shift. The change'ofthg spectra
with tetnperature was found to be reversible. We
could also obtain ulmost the same absorption spectra
in the case of oxygen and aromatic amines adsorbed on
silica get, as shown in Figure 3, where the ordinate,
"refiex atten{}ance," corresponds to absorbance. It
is attributable to the reflection method that the intensity
of the absorption bands of sitica get adsorbates is weak
in the shorter wavelength region, as compared with that
of porous glass adsorbates, This was confirmed by
measuring the well-known absofption spectrum of
WUrster's blue iodide adsorbed on silica gel, by both
refiection and transmission methods with the Multi-
Purpose spectrophotometer.
  Distinct absorption maxima and shoulders were
                                  --found for adsorbed oxygen and aronn( ttc amines except
for N,N-ditnethyl-to-toluicline. Eaclt of the absorption
spectra seems to consist of' a strong band, hcre.ri,fter

Journalof't/teAmerican ChemicalSoeiery / 92;2 / Janita)'y 28, i970
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Figure 3. Electronic absorption spectra caused by oxygenandN,-
N-dimcthylaniline detivatives adsorbcd on silica gel. The si{ica
gel was exposecl to an oxygen atmosphere of 2oo mm at rootn
temperature: (a) N,N-dimethylaniiine, (b) N,N-diniethyl-m-tolui-
dine, (c) N,N-dimethyl-p-toluidine.

called X band, in the shorter wavelength region, and
two weak bands, Yi and Y2, in the longer wavelength
region. The maximum of the X band is found clearly
only in the case of N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenedi-
amine (DMPD). In other cases the whole shac pe ofthe
X band cannot be observed, because it overlaps with
the strong absorption band of the organic niolecuie it-
self.

  In the case of DMPD, which has ar, ionization r)o-
tential lower than the alkyl derivatives of aiiilines, the
specimen giving the absorption spectrum shown in Fig-
ure 2 was found to be unstable. Under humid condi-
tions, for example, when the snc mple was exposed to
air, DMPD+'` formecl rapidly, In thecase ofl ,Yi ,-
N',N'-tetr.am.eth\1-p-phenylenediapiine (TMPD), which
    an lonlzatlon potentiaihas                            lower                                  than                                       DMPD,
TMPD+ i3 formed instantaneously on introducing oxy-
gen at 200 mm pressure, pessibly because of very
slight moisture contained in the oxygen, and by virtue
of the effect of the polar adsorbent. The absorption
spectrum caused by oxygen could not be detected on
account of the strong absorption ofTMPD+ formed.
  We also tried to measure emission spectra of the por-
ous glass adsorbates, by exciting them at the absorption
bands caused by oxygen and aromatic amines. Al-
though no emission was detected at room temperature,
broad and weak emission bacnds were detected dis-
tinctly in the cases of N,N-dimethylaniline, N,N-di-
methyl-m-toluidine, N,N-diniethylv)-tolttidine, and
N-methylaniline, at iiquid nitrogen temperature.
These emission bands form approximate iiiirror images
ofthe Yi bands, which are the extra absorption bands at
the longest wavelengths. As an example, the emission
spectrum for the case of N,N-dimethylaniline is shown
in Figure 2. The decay of this eniission was found to
be exponential, the lifetime being l 1O nanosec.
  Absorption Spcetra Caused by Liquid Oxygen. In
order to see the effect of liquid oxygen on the spectra of
adsorbates, we haye carried out sonic experinicnts, A
piece of porous glass was placed in an apparatus stich
as shown in Figure i. Naphthalene was adsorbed on
it, and the cell was cooled with Iiquid nitrogen, Then,
dry oxygen was introduced into tlie cell untii the porous

 (14) I<. Kimura, K. Yoshinaga, and H. Tsubomura, J. Phys, Chem,,
71, 4485 (1967),
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Figure 4. Electronic absorption spectra• caused by oxygen anct
naphthaleneadsorbedonporousgla'ss: (a)inanoxygenatmosphere
of 2oo mm at room temperature, (b) in liquid oxygen aL liguid
nttrogen temperature.
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Figure 5. ,Electronic absorption spectra caused by iodine and N,N-
climethylaniline derivativesaclsorbed on siii:a gel. The silica gel was
exposed to iodine vapor at ro6m temperature: (a) N,N-dimethyl-
anMne, (b) N,N-dimethyl-p-toluidine.

glass was immersed in liquid oxygen. The absorption
spectra caused by liquid oxygen and by an oxygen at-
mosphere of 200 mm are shovvn in Figure 4. As Figure
4 shows, a pronounced shoulder was present at ca. 26
kK for the spectrum obtained in the latter case, while
in the former case, there is no such shoulder at the same
region. It was confirmed that the weak absorption
bands observed in liquid oxygen ac t the long wavelength
tail agree very well with the singlet-triplet absorption
bands of naphthalene, measured with oxygen dissolved
in the solutions under high pressure.ib,i5 The molar
extinction coefficient of the singlet-triplet absorption
band at the longest wavelength was calculated to be O,4,
based on the content of naphthalene in the glass. The
same experiment was done also for N,N-dimethylan-
iline. The sample turned a deep yellow in liquid
oxygen, The absorption spectrum is much stronger
than that shown by the curve of Figure 2(b), and rises
monotonically toward shorter wavelength. However,
the absorption spectrum obtained after the removal of
Siqui(i oxygen from the glass "Tas the same as that shown
in }'-"igure 2.

  Absorption Spectra Causecl by Iodine. We also tried
to measure absorption spectra by exposing the silica
gel adsorbates of aniline derivatives to iodine vapor
instead of oxygen. The absorption spectra caused are
showninFigure5, Studiesonthemolecularcomplexes

 (iS) G. J. Hoijtink, Mol. Phys., 5, 643 (1962),

Ishida, Takaltashi, Sato, Tsubomura / Interaction of Oxygen with Organic Mfitect'les
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Tab!e I. The Wave Numbers ofthe Yi and Ys Bands and tlte
Ionization Potentials of Organic Molecules

Organic
molecule

 Y, Y, AE=band, band, v2 -
vi, kK v2, kK vi, kK

 Ioniza-
  tion
potential,

  eV

                   6.0 7.0 ev
                    tonization potentiat
Figure 6. Relationship between the wave numbers of the Yi and
Y2 bands and thd ionization potentials of organic molecules: (a)
N-methy!aniline, (b) N,N-dimethylaniline, (c) N,N-dimethyl-m-
toluidine, (d) N,N-dimethyl-p-toluidine, (e) N,N-dimethyl-p-pheny!-
enediamine.

N-Methylaniline
N,N-Dimethy!ani!ine
N,N-Dimethyl-o-
 toluidineb
N,N-Dimethyl-tn-
 to!uidine
N,N-Djmethyl-p-
 toluidine
N,N-Diethylaniline
N,N-Dimethyl-p-
 phenylenediamine
N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-
 p-pheny!enediamine

25,6
24.2

23.8

20,5

!9.2
13.0

(28.6)a
27.1

26.7

23,6

22,1
16.0

(3.0)
2.9

2,9

3.1

2.9
3.0

7,35c
7.14c

(7.0)d

(6,9)d

(6,4)d

6.25i

of various anMnes with iodine, in solution, have been
previously made by Chandra and MukherJ'ee,i6 and by
Tsubomura.i7 Chandra and Mukherjee have observed
a characteristic charge-transfer absorption band in the
near-ultraviolet region as well as another charge-transfer
band present in the shorter wavelength region. The
absorption spectra obtained on silica gel in this labora-
tory agree closely with those reported,i6 although they
show a slight red shift and have more distinct absorption
bftc nds in the near-ultraviolet region.

Discussion

  As described in the Experimental Section, the inten-
sities of the extra absorption bands of several organic
molecules adsorbed on the solid surfaces together with
'oxygen decrease with evacuation and increase reversi-
bly with temperature decrease. This indicates that the
observed bands are due to weak interactions between
organic molecules and oxygen, and not to the oxidation
products. This result also shows that the interactlon
between oxygen and organic molecules is strengthened
at lower temperature. This increased interaction may
be due to the closer contact between the adsorbed or-
ganic molecules and oxygen at low temperature.i8
  It has been confirmed from studies of solutiong. that
the smalJer the ionization potential of the organic mo]e-
cule, the longer the wavelength of the spectra caused by
oxygen.3 It may also be found from Table I that the
smaller the ionization potential, the smaller the wave
numbers of the Yi and Y: bands, Moreover, Figure 6
shows two parallel linear relationships between wave
numbers and ionization potentials (see also Table I).
It seems, therefore, very reasonable to postulate that
the absorption bands caused by oxygen and aromatic
amines adsorbed on a solid surface are also due to tran-
sitions to charge-transfer states, with oxygen as an etec-

tron acceptor and an organic molecule as an electron
donor. In the case of N,N-dimethyl-o-toluidine, the
absorption maximum and shoulder are not found dis-
tinctly in the longer wavelength region, and the inten-
sity of the absorption band is very weak. This result
may be explained by the steric effect of the o-methyl
1,rrou" which prohibits the approach of the lone-pair

 (16) A. I<. Chandra and D. C. Mukherjcc, Trans. Faraday Soc,, 60,
62 (t964).
 (17) }I. Tsttbomura, L Am. Cltem. Soc., 82, 40 (1960),
 (18) H. Tsubomura and R, P. Lang, J. Chem, Phys., 36, 215S (1962),

                  . a A weak shoutder, " No distinct band maxirnum has beeri ob-
tained. eF. I. Viiesov, Zh. Fiz. Kltim., 35, 2010(1961). UThese
values were tentatively estimated from the ionization potentials of
aniline, p-tol"idine, p-1)heriylenediamine (G. Briegleb and J.
Czekalta, Z. 11Vektrochem., 63, 6 (1959)), and N,N-dimethylaniline
(ref c given above). eM. Batley, Ph,D. Thesis, University of
Sydney, 1966,

electrons of the nitrogen atom, because of the twisting
of the diniethylamino group. i7, '9 In the cft` se of DMPD

and TMPD, having ionizatlon potentials lower than
alkyl derlvatives of a` nilines, the complexes with oxygen
were found to be very ttnstable and to form' cation rad-
icals of the donors easity. This finding seeins to indi-
cate that these coniplexes have an appreciable ionic
character, even in the ground state, because of the
stronger charge-transfer interaction between oxygen

and donors. '
  It is worth noting that the separation between the Yi
and Y2 bands is roughly constant, irrespective of the
dononnolecules, as shown in Tab!e I. This strongly
suggests that each of the two bands (Yi and Y2) corre-
sponds to the transition of an electron from the highest
fi11ed orbital of the organic molecule to each of the two
electron-accepting orbitals of oxygen which is occupied
by an unpaired electron, A siinple theoretical treat-
ment will be made later in this poper, based on this as-
     .stlmptlon.
  fn the case of DMPD, the feparatlon between the Yi
band and the X band is found to be 10.3 kl<. This can
be compared with the separation between the two charge-
trtmsfer bands found for the TMPD-TCNE (tetracyano-
ethytene) complex, 13.0 kK.20 It is generally accepted
th:tt the two charge-transfer bands observed in the
TCNE complexes with some aromatic niolecules are
due to the transition of an electron from, respectively,
the highest occupied and the second highest occupied
orbital of the donor to the Iowest vacant orbital of
TCNE.2i,22 Taking account of the difference between
TMPD and DMPD, our results on the Y! and X bftc nds
may be interprered as ttrising from tl!e transitions from
the highest and the second highest occupied lcvets of
DM l)D.

 (19) E. C. McR"e and L. Goodman., J. Mot, Spectrase.,2, 464 (19S8),
 (20) W, Liptay, G. Brieg!eb, "nd I<. Schindter, Z, Elektrocltent., 66,
33 1 (1 ,) 62).

 (2t) R. E, Merrifietd and W. D. PhiUips, J. Atn. Cltetn.•Soe., 80,
2778 (l9S8).
 (22> T. Matsuo and t-{, Aiga, B"ll, Chetn, Soc. Jap., 41, 271 (196S).
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  It is also well known that benzenc derivatives having
strong elcctron-donating substituents show two distinct
charge-transfer bands in their complexes with iodine,
such as N,N-dimethylaniline-I2i"' or anisole-J2,23 and
these are attributed to the two donor orbitals24 such as
were described in thc case of TMPD-TCNE complex.
The absorption spectra found for substituted anilines
and iodine adsorbed on silica gel show distinct max-
ima, as seen in Figure 5. The maximuni and the
stronger absorption in the shorter wavelength region
are interpreted to be caused, respectively, by the transi-
tion from the highest and the second highest fiIIed or-
bital of the donor. Similarly, the absorption spectra
due to oxygen and aniline derivatives aclsorbed on por-
ous glass seem to have Yi and Y2 bands and stronger
absorption in the shorter wavelength region. The
latter may be interpretcd to be the X bancl, arising from
the charge transfer from the second highest occupied
orbitals of the donor molecules.
  The emission spectra found for the adsorbed oxygen-
aromatics form approxjmate mirror images with the
Yi bancls, as stated in the Results ofthis pi, per. This
indicates that these emission bands are most proba, bly
the charge-transfer fiuorescence, i.e., due to the transi-
tion from the lowest charge-transfer state (correg. pond-
ing to the Yi band) to the ground state. If this inter-
pretation is true, these bands are the tirst example. of
charge-transfer fluorescence involving oxygcLn as tlie
eleetron acceptor. The lifetime measured, 1 10 nanosec,
is rather long compared with other charge-transfer fiu-
orescence previously measured. This result is consis-
tent with the theoretictal interprctation, in that the tran-
sition for the present case is geometrically nearly for-
bidden.
  Simple Theoretical Investigation of the Absorption
Spectra Caused by Oxygen. Let us discuss the validity
of the assignmefit for the Yi and Y2 bands described in
the preceding section. Although a donor molecule
might interact with many surrounding oxygen moleculcs
simultaneously, we ass"nie for simplicity that the oxy-
gen and donor nioleule form a 1:1 pair. The appear-
ance of the definite peaks in each of the absorption
spectra of the oxygen-aromatic systems strongly indi-
cates the formation of complexes having fairly strong
Pinding and rather fixed geometries. This statement
is in contrast to our previous opinion that there is no
complex formed between oxygen and organic molecules
in solutions.3 It seems highly probable that in the
adsorbed state, the attractive force between adsorbent
and adsorbate may cause the oxygen and aromatic mole-
cules to bind each other at a fixed configuration or fixed
configuratiens.
  The energy of the charge-transfer states E,t rnay gen-
erally be approximated by the equation

              Ect"ID -- EA'2 (1)
where ID and EA are, respectively, the ionization poten-
tial of the donor ancl the electror, aff]nity of the accep-
tor, in this case, oxygen. e is the electrostatic inter-
action energy between D+ and A-. According to our
theory, the Yi and Y2 bands correspond to the charge-
transfer transition from the highest occupied MO, iYD,
of the donor to the two lowest vacant MO's of an oxy.

 (23) P. A. D. de Mainq J. Chem. Phvs., 26, 1189 (}957).
 <24) L, E, Orgcl, ibid,,23, l352(1955),
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram indicating a particular arrangement
forthedonororbitalW.andtheoxygenacceptororbitalVx. Shaded
and unshaded volumes in the orbitals indicate positive ancl nega-
tive regions, respectively.

gen molecule, NIPr. and xlt,. Tliese can be given as fol-
lows by the use of real 2pT atomic wave functions, T=
and T, for one oxygen atom and T.' and Tv' for another

oxygen atom.

              W. = 2uzi!i(r. - r.')
                                            (2)
              yerv =; ?-i12('rrv - Tvt)

In cq 2, Tx and 7r, are dirccted, respectively, along the x
and y axes, both perpendicular to the moleeular axis.
For simplicity, the overlap integrals between Tx and T='
and 7rv ancl 7ru' are neglected.
  The separation between bancls Yi ancl Y2 should then
correspond to the difference between the energies of the
two charge-transfer states E.t. and E,tv as given by eq 1.
In the present case, both ID and EA for the Yi and Y2
bands may be taken as equal, and, therefore, neglecting
exchange or other minor interactions, the energy differ-
ence between Yi and Y2 may be set equal to the differ-
ence between the electrostatic energy 2 for the two
charge-transfer states,
  To calcutate the electrostatic energy, the wave i'unc-
tion for the highest fil!ed MO of the donor and the
shape of the D•••A pair must be known. For the
methyl-substituted anilines, it has been pointed out that
the nitrogen 2pT AO plays an overwhelmingly Iarge
part in the highest fi11ed MO.i" Hence, for a simple
treatment, the highest fi11ed MO of these molecule.s. paay
be approximated siniply by the 2pT AO of nitr6gen.
Takinginto accountthe theoretical resultthat the nitrogen
2pT AO, 0., plays the largest part in the charge trans-•
fer, it may be reasonable to assume that the structure of
the complex is such that the axis of V. is perpendicular
to the molecular axis of oxygen. Tentatively, the
structure is assumed to be as shown in Figure 7, where
!P. Iies in an end-on position with the oxygen 7rx AO.
This assumption of the structure is still very artificial in
the choice of the position of the nitrogen atom with re-
spcct to that of oxygen, but a miner change in that
will not produce a large difference in the results. '
  The electrostatic energy has been c:}lculated as inter-
molecular two-center Coulomb integrals25 by use of the
multipole expansion method proposed by Parr.26 Fig-
ure 8 shows the energy differenee AE between E.tv and
E.tx plotted vs. the distance between the oxygen and nitro-
                          ogen atoms. At a distance of3 A, a reasonable value for

 (25> I<, I<jmura and H. Tsubomura, Mol. Phys. Ii, 349 (1966),
 (26) R, G, Paar, J. Chetn. Phys., 33, 1184 (1960),
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Figure 8. The energy difference AEcalculated as a function ofthe
distance R betvteen oxygen and nitrogen atoms.

the nitrogen-oxygen distance in' complexes, AE be-
comes 1.5 kK, with E.tv higher than E,t.. This is ac p-
proximately half of the observed separation between the
Yi and Y2 bands, which is 'about 3 kK in most cases
<Table I). Taking into account the neglect of exchange
interactions between donor and acceptor Qrbitals wbich
seems to contribute to the separation between E.tv and
E.tx, and the interaction of the charge-transfer states
with various other excited states, the agreement between
e: perimental and observed values may be taken to be
fairly good. It can also be concluded from these cul-
culations that the Yi band and the fluorescence band
mentioned before correspond to CTx, and the Y2 band,
weaker than the former, to CTv.
  Further Discussion on the Absorption Spectra of N,N-
Dimethylaniline and Naphthalene Caused by Oxygen.
Evans measured the absorption spectrum caused by
bubbling oxygen into pure N,N-dimethylanMne and
found a shoulder near 380 mp, which he regarded as one
of the twe charge-transfer bands corresponding to the
two ionization potentials predicted for substituted ben-
zenes.iC Recently, this result of Evans has been recon-
firmed in this laboratory for the n-hexane solution of
N,N-dimethylaniline.
  It seems most Sikely that the above-mentioned shoul-
der corresponds to our Yi and Y2 bands amalgamated
together, though the Yi band lies at longer wavelength
than the shoulder. The difference betvveen the absorp-
tion spectrum obtcained for the adsorbate and that ob-
tained in solution may be caused by the chaBge ot' en-

vironment, In the adsorbed state, we can expect the
more restricted orientation and closer contact bet'ween
anilines and oxygen, the red shift being attributable to
the effect of the electric field of the po!ar adsorbent,
while in solution an oxygen molecule is considered to
interact weakly with' surrounding organic molecules
having random orientations, Similar explanation can
be given for the complexes with iodine.
  Dljkgraaf, et al.,27 found a pronounced shoulder near
350 mp (29 kK) in addition to the singlet-triplet ab-
sorption bands of naphtha!ene, when oxygen under
high pressure was dissolved in the chtoroform solution
of naphthalene, and assigned it to a simultaneous tran-
sition involving naphthalene and oxygen.8 This result
has recently been confirnied in this laboratory. How-
ever, in the present results for liquid oxygen (Figure
4(b)), the slioulder is apparently missing, while the
curve for gaseous oxygen (Figure 4a) has a distinct
shoulder at about 27 kK.
  It has a!ready been seen that the shoulder appearing
{br N,N-dimethylaniline-oxygen in solution (26 kK) is
split to Yi (24 kK) and Y2 (27 kK) bands when adsorbed
on porous glass or silica gel. Therefore, it is rather
likely that the shoulder reported by Dijkgraaf, et aL,
may be due to a transition essentially identical with that
for the shoulder found here for the adsorbed specimens.
If this interpretation is true, the shoulder is due more
probably to a charge-transfer•-type transition than to the
simultaneous tra'nsition, although the two relevant ex-
cited states may mix together to a certain extent. The
reason that no strong shoulder is found in the case of
liquid oxygen (Figure 4b) is not clear at present.
  In closing, it may be suggested that further study on
the interaction between adsorbed molecules and oxygen
would proyide valuable information on the nature of
the interaction between these molecules, which may be
important in connection with biological problems, for
example, those related to hemoglobin or cytochrome,
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 (27) C. Dijlcgraae, R. Sitters, and G. J. Heijtink, Mol. Pltys,, 5, 643
(1962),
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            The Interaction of Oxygen with Organic Molecules. II.i)
                   Oxygen Quenching of the Excited States of
                          Adsorbed Aromatic Hydrocarbons

               ILIideyuki JsiiTDA, T-liroshi TAKAiTAsm and I-Iiroshi 1'suBoMbiLA

             DePnrtment qf ClttmistrL},, lt'tcttttLy qf' Ettghteering Science, Osrtka Universicl`, 7bJ'onal"a, Csaka

                                    (Rcceiv(•d June l6, l970)

        Quenching of pl)osphoresce,ncc and tluorescence of aromatic hydrocarbons adsorbed on
    powdci'ed porous glass or silica gel ha,v{r bccn examincd as a function of oxygen pressure. It
    has beÅën ibund tl)at the phosphorescence quenching at low ternperature can be explaincd mostly
    by assuming that' only those aromatic molcculÅës having an oxygen molecule or moleculms withln
    itn effcctive interactien radius are nonphosphorescent (static quenching model). The fluorescencc
    quenching occurs only at much higher oxygcn pressures and it has been proposed that contact
    pairs between aromat;c tand oxygen niolÅëculcs, which have shorter intcrmo!cculair distances com-
    parcd to the distanccs Åëffcctivc for the phosphorcscence qrtenching and give rise to the charge-
    transfer absorption bands, are rclevant. It has bccn obscrvcd that the excimer fluorcscencc of
    naphthalcne appcaring at a higher samplÅë concenlration is more strongly affccted by oxygen
    than the monorner fiuorcsccnce, 1'he cTniSsion spectra from naphthalene-porous glass adsorbate
    inimerscd in liquid oxygen and nitrogen have also been exarnined. The formation of the singlet
    oxygen (ilig or iEl;) through the interaction of oxygen with triplet molecules has bcen cenfirmed
    by use of the pcroxidation reaction of adsorbed anthracene.

  The intcraction of oxygcn with clectronica,lly energy transfer.3) This mechanisrn has now been
excited organic molecules is associated with a supported by the results of recent experiments.4-6)
number of interesting phcnomena.a) For example, The Qxygcn quenching has becn studied rnainly in
it is wcll known that molecular oxygen quenches fiuid niedia where the bimolecular qucnching is
both the excited singlet and triplet statcs of organic controlled by thc diffusion of oxygen and organic
molecules. Theoretical invostigation of the qucnch-
ing of organic triplet states by oxygen indicatcd tliat -
singiet-statcoxygenarc formcd byt})cintcrtnolcculfu' 3) K. Kawaoka, A. U. Khan ancl D, R. Kcarns,

---  -- J. Chem, 1'ltL>,s., 47, 1842 (;967);48, 3272 (1968).
  I) Part I of th;s scrics; H. Ishidn, H, Tak"hath{, 4•) D, R. Snelling, C/t(ttn, ?h),s. Lett., 2, 346 (1968),
H, Sato and H. Tsubomurn, J. .lmcr, C7tem, Scc., 92, 5) D. R. Kearns, A. U, Khan, C. K. Duncan and
275 (i970). A, H. Ma` ki, J. Atner. Cltem. Soc,, 91, 1039 (1969).
  2), P, Pr;ng:heim, `']'hosphorescc"ce a"d Fluorcs- C}) E. Wasserman, V. J, Kue,], W. M. Dclavan
ccnces"  lntcrscicncc Pub}ishcr, Inc., New York (l965). a, ncl W,.A. Yager, ibid., 91, 104•1 (1969).
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molecules.?'-iO) It has not been possible to cstitnate
intrinsic quenching eMciencies from such difrusion-
controlled• reactions, Siege} and Judeikis have
recently determined the relative interaction radius
for thc oxygen qucnching of naphthalene triplet-
state in rigid rnatriccs wherc matÅërial difl'usion is
minimized.ii) Oxygen qucnching of phosphores-
cence of'aromatic moleculcs has becn uscd to
measure the diffusibn rates of oxygen in polytner
nlatriccs.12,13>

  It is well known that molecules adsorbed on
solid surface have relatively Iong lifetimes in thcir
triplet states even at roorn temperatu!'e. Thc
luminescent properties of adsorbed molecules havc
been extensively investigated in the prcsence of
oxygen.N'i7) Previous investigations of oxygen
quenching have almost extensivcly dealt with dyc
moleculcs idsorbed on ,sMca gel. In the precedin.cr
paper, we havc reported tlie extra charge-transfcr
absorption spectra causÅëd by the intcraction between
adsorbed oxygen and ore..'anic moleculcs.i> :("he
present paper is mainly concerned with the efl'ectlve
quenching interaction between oxysren and elcctroni-•
cally excitcd aromatic hydrocarbons adsoi'bed on
porous glass or silica gel.

Experimental

  Materials. Oxygen and naphthalene were purified
in the same way as described in the preceding paper.
Co.mmercially available ct-chloronaphthalene was dis-
tilled under reduced prcssure. Anthraccne and biphenyl
were purificcl' by recrystallization frotn benzenc and
cthanol, rcspectively, and by sublimation in Vacuum,
The particle sizcs of sil•ica gel and powdered porous
glassi) used hcre wcrc 30---42 mesh, and wcre treated
in the same way as described in the prcceding paper.
It was confirmed that no luminescence was dctectable
frorn porous glass itself by excitatSon in the near ultra-
violet rcgion even at !iqutd nitrogen tcmperature (77al<).
The phosphorescence of silica gel itsel.f at 770I< was
negligible in comparison with that of aclsorbcd inole-
cules;

  Procedure. Naphthalenc, ct-chloronaphthalene and
biphenyl were adsorbed from the vapor phase in the

  7) W. R. ItVare, .1. Plv,s. Cltem., 66, 455 (I{62).
  8) B. Stevcnf; and B. E. Algar, ibid,, 72, 2582 (1968).
  9) A. D. O.sborne ind G. Porter, I'roc, Ray, Soc.,
A28e, 9 (1965).
 10) C. S. Parmenter and J. D. Rau, J. Chem. Pl",s.,
51, 2242 (1969).
 11) S. Siegel ft.nd H. S. Judeikis, ibid,, B, 1613
(1968).
 12) G. Shaw, Trans. Faraday Soc., 63, 218! (l967).
 13) B. A. Baldwin and H, W. Off'en, Jr. Chem. Plt)s.,
49, 2933 (1968).
 I4) H. Kautsky, Trans. Faradttpt Soc., 35, 216 (1939),
 15) S. Kato, This Bulletin, 30, 34 (1957),
 !6) R. F. Weiner ancl H. H. Seliger, Pltotochent.
JPItotobiol., 4, 1207 (1965).

 r7) J. L. 'Roscnl)erg and F, S. Humphrics, Jl. Pltls,
Cltem. 71, 330 (1967).

same way as clescril)ed before,i} Anthracene was ad.
sor})ed from the chloroform solution and the adsorbatc
was clr;ecl and thoroughly evacuatecl at 100-ISOaC,
Samp!c cencentrat;oi)s rangecl from 1Å~!O-?---5Å~10-e
mo}lg of ihe adsorbcnt ror thq stucly of the fluorescence
and phosphoves.ceticc (}ucnching by oxygen. In this
rarigc we detectcd no luininescence characteristic of the
aggregates or mici'ocrystals ofaclsorbed molecules. How.
cver, when satnple cQn(:c ntvations were increased <above
SxlO-Smollg), a .uew bancl ascribablc to excimer
fluorescence was detectc(! bcsides monomer fluorescencc
in the c:"sc of }}aphthalcnc or a-chloronaphthalene,
  After adsorption, the sample in the ampoule was
distvlbutÅëd into several cylindrical cluartz cells, 4•mm
in diametcr, previously attachcd to thc ampeule. Then
oxygen was introduccd into thc vac{tum system at rooin
ternperat"vc itnd the quiirtz cells were sealed otr carefully

I}'om the ampou!e at desired oxygcn pressurc, Pressures
b(tlow 5 Toi'r werc reacl with a INtfcLeod gatige. An
os`,lbt:try incrcury n}anonieter was uscd for reading
higher pvessures.
  The et))issien st}ecti'a were n}easured with an Atninco-
Bosvn'iann Sptctt'ot)!iolo{luoiEonictee. '1'he lifetimes of
t}ie pliosphorescerice were cleterrnined fi'oni thc decay
eurves tractx! on an osciloscope. Fluorescence decay
(:urvcb' werc mcasured by exciting thc samp!cs with a
device for pro(lucing nauosecond flash light.iS) The
absorptiun spectra ol' adsorbed inolecu!es was mcasured
by thc rcflcctiou metliod with a Shimadzu rvtPS-JrOL
Recording Spcctrometer as described in the preceding
P;ll)Cv.

Results

  PhQsphorescence and F!uorescence of Ad-
serbed Aromatic Hydrocarbens. Phosphores-
cence spectra of the adsorbed molecules at 77aK
were lbund to be nearly in agreement with those
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  Fig, 1, Phosphoresccnce spectrum of naphthalene
   adg?.",l;e,d,.02.R2:O.U,i.fi.a:i. ait Å~7'iOoi/-e' .oi per gram

     of' porous glass,

 !8> N, Mataga, M, Toniura and H. Nishimura, Mol,
,Plt;},s,, 9, 367 (196S).
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measured S'or the same niolccules dissolved irt rigid
niatrices, althoitgh thc spe,ctra shnsve{1 slig,}'it bro-

adening of their vibrational structurcs in thc ad-•
sorbcd state. As an exacmple, pliosj)horcscencc
spectrum of naphthalenc adg.erbcd on porous glass
is showii in Fig, 1. Th,r similar bt'oadci't{ng was
found also for fluoresccncc spectra, 'Ihis bi'oadc:ning

can be intcrpretcd to be due to tlie wide energy
distribution of the ndsorbcd molccules iit the varicty
of thc f}cld oC the pojai' adsorbcnt.

  No d"rerence in the lttminesccnt propcrtics of
aromatic inolec!tles havc l)ccn fotmd 1)ctwccn sil{ca
gcl and porous glass adsoi'batcs. '1'lic phosplinrcs-
cence lifctimcs (Tp) of aclsorbea biplienyl, naph-
thalcnc and ct-chloronaphthalenc at 770K wcrc 4•.O,
2.3 and O.2 sec, respectivcly, at negligiblc oxygcn
pressures. Thesc valucs also agree very clogely with
those in rigicl matrices at 770I<.!e)

  The band niaxima of flt{oresccnce sliow a slight
blue shift wlien cooicd clown to 77"K, 'I'he fltto--
rcscence lifetime ofnit phthalcne adsorbed on porotts

glass was 100"s nt room tempcraturc, in good
agreemcnt with thc vaiucs in tlie solutions.iS)
Incrcase of thc concentrations of naphth;ilcne and
ct-chloronal)htbalene rcsul{cd ii} the appearancc of
ncw brm, d bands almost identicat with the corrc-
sponding excimcr fluoresccnce in snlutions.2`') Tltc
intcnsity ratio of this new baitd to thc mononicr
fiuoresccncc band depends on the w;tvc]ength of
the exciting light as shown in Fig. 2 Ior the casc
of naphthalene, This ratio increases witli increasing
the sample concentration, The lifl:t.imcs ofthc ncw
fluorescence band of naphthalenc werc found to

•t"
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 Fig,2, Fluorescence spectra of naphthalcne ad.
  sorbed on porous glass at 77eK.
    Sample concentration: 5Å~10-Smoi per gram
    of porous glass; excitatien wavcicngth: (a)
    275 mpt and (b) 30e mpt.

I9) D. S. McClure, J.•Clrem. Ph.vs,, 17, 9e5 (1949).
20) C. A. Parker, SPectrochetnita Acta, 19, 989 (1963>.
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  Fig. 3. The relative phosphoresccncc intÅënsiticslpl
   IpO (O) and lirctinies rptnpe (dy) ef aromatic.
   poi'ous glass adserbatcs as a i'unction of oxygcn
   ;,rcssure at 7701<. (;i), for biplrenyl; (b), for
   naphthalene; (c), fbi' ec-cltioronapl)thalene. Ip"
   and rpO are, rcspcctively, tkc: phosphoresccnce
   intensity and lifctime at negUgible oxygen pres-
   surts. Trhevaluc of li,,lrp' w;ts iiorrrializcd to be
    1 at 10-'3 Torr oxygen pressure. rpe z•tt 77eK is
   4.0 sec for biphenyl, 2.3 sec for iiaphthalene and
   e.2 sec for ct-chloronaphthalene.

be 65 and 100 ns at 300eK and 77eK, respectively,
in good agreement with the long lifetimes ch' ar-
actcristic of excimer fiuorescence.2i) It is thcrefore

concluded that, with increasin.cr the sarnple con-
centration, adsorbed naphthalenc rnolecules are
forcecl to form loosely bound dimers en the surface
and when this dimer is excited as well as monomer,
the dimer is led to the configuration favorable to
excimer formation.22) The effect of oxygen on
excimer fluore$cence as well as monomer fluorescence
                                       'is of considerable interest. '
  Quenching of Phosphorescence by Oxygen.
The phosphorescence of the samples prepared in
the way described in the experirnental section was
too weak at room temperature to examine the
effcct of oxygen quantitatively. Therefore, ' mest
of the studies were made at low temperature, The
quenching effect of oxygen at 77eK is shown by.
thc curves in Fig. 3, in which the values of the
-2fi- l)--ilil. Mataga, y, Torihashi ttnd y. ota, chem,

IVt7s. Lctt. 1, 385 (1967). .
 22> E. A. Chandross, J.'Ferguigon ancl E, G. McRae,
Jl. Clte,n, Pips., as, 354•6 (196e); gE5, 3554• (1966>. '
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relative phosPhorescencÅë intensities Ip/lp" and thc
relative phosphorescence lifetimcs T?/rpa are plotted
as a !'unction of oxygen pressure. JpO and TpO are,
rcspectively, the phsophorcscence intcnsity and life-
time of the samplc containing negligible aniounts
of oxygen. The phosphorescence decays at various
oxygen pressures were found to obey thc first order
kineticg. The depcndence of the phesphorescence
]iretime on oxygen prcssurc was also exatnin{,cl at
2030I< (--70eC) in the c.rtsc ot' biphenyl. TI)c
temperature was obtained by dropping !iquid
nitrogen into the Dewar containing 990/o ethar}ol.
This curve, being diffcren,t from that at 770'K,
showed a rapid dccrcase in the lifetimÅë ,with in-
creasing thc oxygen pressure, Althougl} the absolute
an)ount of adsorbed oxygen at each oxygen pressure
is unknown, qualitative discussion on tlie interaction

of oxygen with excited molecules can be madc
l'roni these quenching curves.
  Although oxygen pressure above 10 Tovv is sti!Ii-

1,O l-

O,rJ

o

1.0

O,5

o

1,O

e.rJ

   o      10-: 10'-! 10-! 1 10 10t
              Oxygen pressure, Torr

Fig. 4., The rÅë!ative fiuorescence intensities lpllpO
  (O) and thc relative ratios of thc intensity of
  ,e:cimer fiuorcscence versug monomer fiuDres-
  ccnce (ler/I/)1(iefO/I/O) (e) of aron)utic-porot,s
  glasg. adsor5ates x`s a function of oxygen pvessure
  at room ternpcrature (---,---) ancl 77"I< (-- ----).
  (a), for anthraeene; (b) and (c), for tiaphthalene.
  IfO and re/' aJ',:, respectivc"Ty, thc ,fluot'csc:en(:e
 intensities of moiiorrter and exci.mer at negtigib!c
  o: ygen pressures. The re'lative absorption intensi-

  ties la/Jae (zSx) ofadsorbed anthracene are shown
  in (a) as a function of oxygen pressure, whcn tlie
  sample containing a lcnown prcssure ef oxygen
  is irracliatcd. Iae is thc absorption inteiA.sity ot-
  adsorbed anthraccne bctbrc irracliation.
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cient to quench phosphQrescence totally, w'cak einis-
sion was dctecicd fi'om the naphthalenc-porous g!ass
adsorbate immcrsed in liquid oxygen at 770K. This
emission.was observed to lie in a!most the samc
region as thc phosphorcscence of' naphtha!cne and
could not be detected using a sector presumably
becamsc of the extretnely shordifctitne (<10-S sec).
The pl)osphoresccnce of r}aphthalene from the naph-
tha!ene-l)orous glass ft`dsorbate iinmersed in liquid
nit)'ogen was stvong and the Iifetirne was 1.4scc.
Tliis short lifetime in licluid nitrogen comparcd to
the original value (Tp", 2.3sec)may be due to
iinptu'kies, such as oxygen, posslbly contained in
llqgid nitrogen.
  ptienching of Fluotescence by Oxygen. Tl)c
quenching cft'ect ol' oxygcn was exatnincd rnainly
at room tcrnperat.ure. The qucnching effect of
oxygcn on-n)ononier Ituorescencc is shown in Fig, il-
(a) :and (b) in cases ot' naphthalct c and ant!}racenc,
The values ol' the t'clative fluorescence intensitics
If/ltO aie plotted as a function ot' oxygen prcssure,

It is tbund t'rotn the curves in Fig, 4 that the
quert('liin.g/s cut"vtt of naphthalene is alrnost tl}e sanic

as tS}at o{' antl)racene in spite ot' the large difrerence

1)etween tl)e fluorescence lifetimes (4.2 ns for anthra-

ce"ct'23} tuid leO ns for naphthalene), and thc
quenching by oxygen is less elfective at 770K than
at room temperature. No fittorescencc qut;nching
is found at o:.')'gcn prcssures be,low 1 Torr whcre
phosphorescence is quenehed to some extent. FSuo-
resccnce (tuenc}iing occurs graclually at oxysrcn
prcssurcs above 1 '1'orr wlicrc phosphorescence is
quenclie.d to a great extcnt. No difference wds
tbund bctwcen the quenching curvcs oi' anthracene
fbr both porous glass and silica gcl adsorbates.
  The quenc}i]t}sr ef'l'ect of oxygcn on excimer
tluot'escence is shown in };`ig, 4r (c) in the casc of.

napl)thalene (5Å~10'Sn)ol naphthalcne per gram
of porous ,glass). Thc wavelength of thc excitatlon
was fixed at 275 n)pt. Thc relative ratio of the
intensity ot' excimei' tluoresces)ce versus monomer
fiuorescence is plottecl as a function of oxygen
pressure. It is found !'ro}n this curvc that e: cimcr
fluoresccnce is inorc strorigly aP:ectc•d by oxygen
than monomer !luorescence, though the lifetimee
of excirner fiuorescence <65 ns) is ratlier short
compared to menoy.ner {luorescenc;e (100 ns), The
fiourescence of rnonomer and excimer was littlc
queyicl)cd by nitvogen gas admitted to the sft`mp!e
instead oC oxygen.
  Liquid oxygen also showcd a remarkable effect
on the ftvorescencc of naphtha!ene. The fiuores-
cence intensity of the naphthalene-porous glass
adsorbate immcrsed in liquid oxygen condcnsed at
77"I< was roLtghly 1/7 of tlie orlgina} intensity
(tpO). Liquid nitrogen showed no eTect on the
fhtorescence of : dsorbed napl)thalene.

 23) NV. I<, NVav,: aiid il, A. Batdwi,,, ibi(L, 40, 1703
(l9ttG).
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                 Discussion

  Quenching of Phosphoreg.eence by Oxygen.
As shoNvn in Fig. 3 thc dcl)endcncc ol' Ii,lti,n on
oxygen pressure is obviously d"rc.t'cnt frorn, tl}at
of Tp/TpD and thc cuivcs of Ip14,`) for thc tlirce
compounds show almost common bchaviQr, Ii,/
Ipe dccrei,ses rapi(11y Nvith incrcasing the oxyg,Åën
pressure anci approtichc:s tr, zero at oxyg.en prc.g-
surcs above IO Torr, The lifctitnc:s of blpl)enyl and
naphthaieiie arc affcctcd a littlc by oxygcn, 1.ntt do
not clccreasc inclcfinitcly with incrcasing, t}}e oxygcn

prcssure in such a way as the intcnsitics (lo, and
the va]ues approacl'i acppro; imatcly to 1.6 and
1.4 sec, rcspcctively, so far as wc couicl dctcct thc
phosphoresccncc• On tlie otlicr hand, thc lifcti(nc
of ct-chlorona,plithtaienc, naturally hnving a sl)ort
lifetimc (O.2 sec), is almost coris{ant irrcspcctivc of

oxygcn presurc,
  In the case whcrc tl'}c qncnching ofphosphores-
ccnce of adsorbed organic moleculcs }s tassutne(l to
take placc by the collislon oftlicsc orgac nic molccules

with oxygcn (dynainic qucncl}ing modÅë1), thc lifc-
timc of phospliorer,ccnÅëc should be shortcncd in
thc prescncc of oxygen. Under such a condi{Son,
thc curve of thc rclativc phosl)ltercscencc itttÅëttsity,

IpllpO, shotild be alr}iost in a(:c:ot`cl with that of the

relative phosphorcsccncc lifetitne, Tp/TpQ. On thc
other hand, in thc abscnce of such coHisior);tl
processcs, thc lifetime of the obscrvcd phosphorcs-
cence should bc independent ol'oxy{.rcil pi'ess. ttre. In

that casc, it should be assumctl thnl, only t}'iesc
molccules that have oxygen moicctilcs "'ithiii ft,n
effective interaction radius bcfore e,xcitation are
nonphosphorcscent (static qucncliing modcl). Our
results indicate that in t,hc case of ct-Åë}ilo.rott,ftph-

thalcnc, the phosplioi`cscence qucnching is due to
static quenching alone and in th6 catses of naph-
thalenc and biphcnyl, having naturally longcr life-
timos compas'cd to the formcr, there cxists a slight
contribution i'ront the clyhamic qucnching as well
as thc static quenching. Froin thesÅë results, it is
suggested that the dynamic qucnchi"g process is
considerably slow at 77eK in the adsorbed statc,
although the quantitative interpretation of the
curves of Tp/TpO is impossible bccause of the in-
homogeneity of the surface condition. As the
dynamic process is controlled by the diffusion of
oxygcn, the observed behaviors of rp/TpO should
be explained by the slow surface diffusion of oxygÅën

at 770K. This conciusion is supportcd by the
result of the lifctimÅës of biphenyl phosphorescencc
mcasured at 230eK where thc diffusion of oxygen
must be faster than at 770K,
  As described in the prccecling papcr, wc have
found the existence of ti)c contact pairs bctwccn
the adsorbed oxygcn and organic tnolcculcs at
high oxygen pressUres, which give risc to thc
charge-transfer absorption spectra, Froni the ab-

Hidcyuki IsntnA, IIiroshi TAKAHAsiri ancl Iilirosh             iTsuBoMuRA [VoL 43, No, 10

scnce of apy observcd efrcct of oxygen on the
a,bsorption spcctra at low oxygen pressures where
phosphorescence ciuenching occurs to a large cxtent,
it should be concludcd that no contact pairs are
for]ncd at such oxy/iren prcssurcs, It may be
worthwhilÅë to add that the cille.ct oi' oxygen on
thc phosphorcsÅëcnce qaenc}iing. iti easily rcmoved
by cvacuation. As it ,is rcportecl that thc binding
encrgy bcLwccn oxygen and aromatics is ncgligible
in the ground state,3,24) it is expectcd that oxygcn
is physlcally adsorbed at random on thc aromatic-
porous glass adsorbatc at low oxygen pressures and
the aromatic molecules form pairs with some of
thc adsorbcd oxygcn which can have an effective
intcraction for the phosphorcscence quenching. T"he
amount of thcse pairs is consiclercd to incrcasc
with increasing the oxygen pressure, in agrcemcnt
with the observed monotonous dccreasc of Ipllpe
at low oxygcn presstu'cs. The relative situations
betwcen the adsorbccl aromatic and oxygen mole.
cules are illustratcd schematically in Fig. 5.

(a)

aj

"N
adsorb'ent

(b)

'-Lt
e<),.E

'(d>'

c

x;'.-

`i[o' •sNey

  Fig. 5. Schematic illustrations indicating the rcla-
    tive situation betwccn aromatic ( P) and oxygen
    (O) molecules in thc adsorbed state. (a,), before
   aclmitting exygen; (b), at low exygen pressures
   Where phosphoresÅëcnce quenching occurs; <c), at
   high oxygen pressures where contact pairs re.
   sponsible for fluorescencc quenching are formed
   between them; (d), when immersed in liguid
   oxygen.

  Figure 6 shows the schematic pbtential curves
for the states eaused between aromatic and oxygen
molceules versus the distance between them, Kearns
ct at,,3} have suggested theoretically that a significant

bincling energy is •expected threugh the interaction
of triplet-state organic molecules with oxygen (curve
b in Fig. 6). At a low oxygen pressure where
cffcctive phosphorcsccnce quenching, but not the
fiuorcscence quenching, occurs, we assume that most
of the oxygcn molecules are at distance r2, or

 2tl) H. Tsubomura ancl 1{. S. Mulliken, J. Atner.,
Cttem, Soc. 82, 5966 (1960)F
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Fig.6. Schematic potential curves for thc states
  caused between aromatic (D) and oxygen (Oa)
  molecules vcrsus the distance (R) betwccn D and
  02. De indicates the ground state of aromatic
  molecule. iD and :D indicate, respectivcly, the
  excitect singlct ancT triplet statcs. In thc aclsorbcd

 state, the intermolecular distance R is throught
  to decreaSc with increasing oxygen pressurc.

larger, from the aromatic molecule Do. Wl'ien
the arornatic molecule is excited to a 3D leve! at
sttch a distance, the intcraction betwecn 3D and
oxygcn at tliat distance is thought to be sufficie;itly

strQng to cause a radiationless decay proccss whic!i
competes with thc slow natural radiative decay
process of the p]iosphorescent state, lcading to tlie
guenchlng of tlic phosp, horescence.
  Rosenbersr and .Humphricsi7) have studied the
phosphorescÅëncc qucnchingr of acrifiavine adsorbecl
on silica gcl and sugtgeslcd thc existcnce of' rcJativcly

nonpliosphorescent conipiex betwecn the dyc and
oxysren. Reccntly, Sicgct and Judeikisii) have
invcstigated the oxygcn quenching or naphthalene
triplct state in 3-mcthylpent'ane glass at 770K and
ibund a slight contribution !'rorn thc dynaniic
quenching proceb's in addition to the static qt'iei)cl)ing

proccss. '1'hcy havc also dcterrnincd thc cfl'er;tlvc
interactien distancc for the qucnching to bc 10.S A.
'rhcse rcsults scesn to bc consistcnt with our conc!u-
SiOll.

  We have reported in the preceding paper that
the SoT absorption spectrum of naphthalene is
enhanced to a great extcnt when the naphtl}alene-
perous glass adsorbatc is irnmeised in liquid oxygen.
'l'he wcak cmission observcd under such an cnviron-
mcnt may be assigned to the phospliorcsccnce ot'
:"iaph. thalcne having a shortcned lifetime, one possiblc

explanation for this being that the T-"S radiative
decay process as well as the radiationlcss decity
proccss is enhanced rcmarkably by tlic stron.tr
perturbation due to liguid oxygcn (see Fig. 5d).
"rhe natuval radiativc lit'ctiinc ot' naphtlialcne tt'iplct

 state, which can be calculate(t i" d)e same way
 as clcscribed by McGlynn and Azumi'aS) using the
 observed S->rV abserption, was 9Å~ 10-e sec. 'rhis
 value is vcry shot't compared to the unperturbed
 onc, !l sec,2") in agvce.rnent witl} the obscrvcd
 shortlived en}ission.

   Quench ng of Fltiorescence by Oxygen, Our
 i'esults of iluorescetice quenching show no difference
 is) thc cl)aracteristics between the two curves for
 naphthalene 2itid anthracene despitc of the large
 ditlbrence in their fluorescence lifetimcs, This
 indicates that the decreases in I//IJpO are due to the
 static cttiÅënching alone at room temperature (210C),
 and secms to indicate the sur!'ace diffusion ot'
 oxygcn to be rnuch s!ow compared to thc decay
 ef fluorescence. As dcseribcd in the preceding
 paper, thc cxtva churgc•-transfev absorption spectra
 caused through the intevaction bctween adsorbcd
 oxygen ancl ovganic molecu!es have been detected
 at high oxygen prt.ssurÅës where iluorc.scence quench-

 ing is observable. It can therefore be concluded
 that the f]ttoreseence quenching occurs betwcen
 oxyg'en ancl organic molecules in such a closc
 contact as giving rise to the charge-transfer ab-
sovption bands, becausc of the fast decay of fiuo-

 rcsceticc (for exainple, at a distance ri in ITig. 6).

The amount ofcontact pairs tbrmed Qn the surrace
is thoug}it to iucrcase with ineveasing the oxygen
pvcssure as Fig. 5 shows, I"rorn the res"!ts obtaincd
tbr naphthiilcne fiuoresccuce in tiquid e;tygen aricl
at 77"K, it seems• to be reasonable to assiune that
the radiationless decay ptocess in contact: pair
becon]e,s slow wl)en coelcd c!own to the !ow teni.
pevature and becortics con}parable to the decay
T)rc,cesses ef' P.uel'eticence,

  XNrc have also ibuntt that the exci[ner lluorcsccnce
of tnphtlnlene is afi'ccted more strongly by oxygcn
th:tn l.1'tc ti'.onorncr Iluoresccnce. rl'his resu!t is

consistetit with thc earlier qualitative repevt on
exygcn (luenc}iiaigr o' l'aronu"ic-hydrocavbon excimcrs
in Iiquicl solutions.st) Chandvoss and Fcrguson':")
1'ound a very markcd heavy-atom eMect on .thc
excimer i}uorescence which can be cxpltLinec! by
die increasc in the intcrsystctu crossing to the
iit:ai'})y tv;plet sta{Åë ol' tlte etcimer. Rt:ccntly, the

cxchttcr p}to:sfJtiercsc(:iict: ol' tiapiitlntl"nc lias bccn

obsevvcd in licluid solutions at !ow tcmvcraturc,20,UO)

 2S) S. I'. McGEynn and T, Azunii, Jr. Chem. ?hls,,
40, 507 (196`D.
 26) E. H. Giln)orc, G. E. Gibsuii and D. S. McClurc,
J. Citem, 1'lo,s., 23, ,3Y9 (ltjS5).

 27) N, S. 1};tz-tlcvskttya and A. S. Chet'kason, Ol)t.
S)bcctrLv. 18, 77 (l965). . .
 28) ll, A, Chatidt'oss as)clJ. 1;erguson, J. Chem, Pltys.,
45, 397 (1966).
 Z(J) J. Ij:mgtrlaav, ,R, I'. H, ls'ettschrtick, A. M. F.
I.tuLit,aoy :ind (;. J. I[oytinlt, Cltem, 1'lp,s, Lett., 1, 60ij

(l9"8).
 30) G. Briesrteb, I'I, Shuster "nd VV. I`x'ct'e, ibid., 4,
5S (19G9).
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Ofie possiblc cxplanatioti {b. r thc rcinat'kablc qucticli-

ing of excimcr iluorcsccnce by oxygcn is fo {ake
account of thc smalJer et)ergy diflTcren(:,e of cxcitner

betwccn (he lowcst singlct and trip}et states corn-
parccl to that of nionomci'.

  The Relatlonship bctwcen the Oxygen
Qucnching and Peroxidation Reaction ef Ad-
sorbed Anthracene. Hcre wc prcsÅënt thc cvidcnce
for thc formation of singlct o; ygcn (itie or i2'o'>
during thc coursc oÅí oxygen qucnching by usc of
the wcll-cst-, blished pcroxicht tion rc,action of anthra-

ccne with thc slnglct oxy,gcn.:i) Anthvaccne ad-
sorbcd on silicac gcl was cxposcd to a known pressure
of oxygcn and irradiated witli a 250 W higli prcssure

Hg-lamp for fivc minu{es at the wavclength of thc
first absorption band, Thc dccrcase in the first
absorption bancl of anthracene dt.ie to t}'ie. formation
of anthraccnc pcroxide was n'it:nsttrtrd by us,: ol'
the rÅëflection methodi) as a function o[ oxygcn
pressure. T}ie rcsult is shown in 17ig, rt (a). The
decrease of the anthraccnc absorpLion is seen to

--L--Lt---
 31) B. Stt:vcns and B. E, Algar, J. Pttvs. Cl,em,, 72,
Stt6,8 (1968).

oc:cur at Iow oxygen prcssttrcs where no fiuorcsccnce
qucnching is obscrvÅëd, although no decrcasc was
observed by the irradiation of thc sample without
oxygcn. This result has thus proviclcd a rigorous
Åëxpcrimcntal proof for the formation of singlet
oxygcn tl)rough the interaction betwecn oxygen and
Lviplct-state anthraccnc. The rate of peroxidation
rcaction showed a tcnclcncy to become indcpenclent
of oxygen pressurc in thc region of high oxygcn
prcssurcs where thc fluoresccncc quenching begins
to bc obscrvcd and, no eharacteristic relationship

was' obtained between the rate of the peroxidation
and the fluorescence quenching by oxygen, This
seems to indicate that the singlet oxygen is not
formcd through the interaction with anthracenc in
thc singlÅët excited state. Hovever, further detailed
cxpf:rimcntal and theoeetical investigations are
nccessary in ordcr to establisli the mechanism of
fiuorescence ciuenching by oxygcn.

  Thc authors are indcbtcd to Profew;sor DT. Mataga
and Mr. H, Ohari for the measurcmcnt of fluores-
cence lifetimes by use of a nanosccond flash ap-
paratus,

- t--
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   ABSORPTIOI SPECTRA ARICING FROM THE INTERACTION
BErrWEEN AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND ALrPHATIC AMINES

         H. ISHIDA and Il. TSUBOMURA
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         Osalea University, Toyottaha, Japan

Received 29 March 1971

  Absorption spectra arising from the interaction between various aromatic hydrocarbons and aliphatic
amines have been newly observed in the ultravjolet region by the technique of adsorption, and interpreted
as being due to transitions to the charge-transfer Franck-Condon states which may co'rrespond electroni-
cally to the fluoreseent charge-transfer states observed recently in solutions. No charged-transfer fluores-•
cence was observed in the pregent system, The formation of the fluoreseent eharge•-transfer states seems
to be prevented because of the rigid spatial configurations between adsorbed molecules.

1. rNTRODUCTION of adsorption.

   It has been established reeently that/ t.he un--
usual large Stokes shifts observed for the weak
charge-transfer (CT) eomplexes in solutions are
due to the difference in the electronic and geo-
metrical structures between the excitect CT
Franck-Condon state and the fluorescent L}qui-
librium CT state [1]. RecenUy, Nal<ajima [2]
and Kuzmin and Guseva [3] have found new
fluorescenee bands between aromatic hydro-
carbons and aliphatic aniines and interpreted
them to be CT fiuorescenee bands. rn these
systems, though characteristic CT absorption
bands corresponding to the CT fluorescenee
bands have not been detected (Le,, the so-ealled
exciplex system), it may be expeeted that CT
absorption bands arising from intermoleeular
configurations different from those in the
fluorescent state lie in the regipn of suffiCiently
short wavelengths. It has been impossible, how--
ever, to measure the absorption spectra of these
systems in solutions in such a region because of
the strong absorption of amines used as solvents.
  We have shown reeently that the CT absorp-
tion bands between oxygen and aromatic amines
lying in the region of amine absorption can be
measured by use of the teehnique of adsorption
[4]. In the present paper, the absorption spectra
of some systemg composed of arornatic hydro-
carbons and aliphatic amines were measured
down to the ultraviolet region by the technique

2, EXP};,RIMEN"i'AI.

  Ar,omatic hydrocurbons vxere adsorbed from
n-hexane soiutions on ordinarily treuted silica
gel(30-42 mesh) [5,6], and the ads, orbute, after
drying and evacuation, was exposed to the va--
pour of the aliphatic amine thiTough a break-off
seal. The absorption spectrum of the adsorbate'
placed in a thin quartz cell (4 cmÅ~2 cmÅ~1.3inm)
was measured with a Shirnadzu Multi-Puxpose
Spectrophotorneter, model 50L [4].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSrON

  Absorption spectra oÅí adsorbed anthracene
and aliphatic amines are shown in fig. 1. The
absorption of the amine itself adsorbed on silica
gel is negligible above 240mpt as shown by
curve b for the case of triethylarnine. The eon••
centration of adsorbed aromatic hydrocarbon
was set within the range from 1Å~lo'"7 to 1Å~ lo'6

mole per gram of silica gel, where neither
fluorescence nor absorption, characteristie of
the sandwich dimers appearing at higher concen-
tration [5], are detected. The absorption spectra
of adsorbed aromatic hs'drocarbons show a
broadening of the vibrational structure and a
slight red shift compared to those in soiutions.
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                   Table 1
The maximum wave numbers of the absorption bands
arising between anthraeene and various aliphatic a-
   mines and the ionization potentials of the amines

Ainine io3cm-i<mu> p.lg:;i.aiti(O."v)

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of anthracene and itliphatic
amines adsorbed on silica gel (3e-42 rnesh) at 770K (a),
silica gel only; (b), triethyl:Lmine; <c), anthracene; <d),
anthracene-tri-n-propylamine; (e), d"nthracene-tri-
ethylamine. The concentration of adsorbed anthracene
              js 3 Å~ le"7 mole!g.

triethylamine
tri-n-propylamine
tri-n-buty]timine
tri-n-amylamine
tri-n-hexylamine
tri-•n-•octylamine
triethylenediamine
N, N, -dimethyl-
cyclohexylamine

38.3 (261)
36.6 (273>
36.8 (272)
37.7 (265)
38.0 (263)
38.2 <262)
38.3 (261)

36.e (Z78)

7.50 [11]
7.23 [11]

7.3 a)

   New absorption bands were observed by the
adsorption of amine in the vi'einity of the broad-
ened i'Bb band of anthracene at shorter wave-
length as shown in fig. 1, while the ILa band

showed a siight red shift. Similar new bands
were found also for pairs of various other
amines and aromatic hydrocarbons as summa-
rized in tables 1 and 2. From these tables, it
ean be seen that the relationships between the
band maxima and the ionization potentials of
amines or the half-wave rechiction potentials of
hydrocarbons are those charaeteristie of
CT absorption bands. It was eonfirmed that these
new peaks are rernoved reversibly by desorption
of amines under vacuum. It seems recasonable
from these results that the observed new ab-
sorption bands are dwe to transitions to t}}e ex-
eited CT states arising from'the interaction be-
tween amines as donors and hydrocarbons as ac.
ceptors.
   No essentiai change of the fluorescence of
hydrocarbens was observed by the presence of
amines at room or liquid nitrogen temperature
and the broad charaeteristic fluoreseenee spec.
tra, which were observed for these systems in
soiutions at longer wavelengths than the fluores--
cence of hydroearbons [2,3], could not be ob-
served. In the case oi pyrene which has a iong-
lived fluorescent state (iLb), the vibrational
structure changed slightly and the fluoreseence
1ifetime was decreased from 280 nsee to 60-90
,nsec by the presence of amines. The excitation
spectra for the fluoreseence of hydroearbons

a) Measurecl by the photoionization method in our labo-

  ratory by M. Ozaki and Y. Nakato.

                    Table 2
The maxirnum wave nu'mbers of the absorption bands
arising between various aromatic hydrocarbcns and
tri-n-propylamine and the half-wave reduction poten-
    tials (--EV2) of the aromatic hydrocarbons

Aromatic hydroearbon lo3cm"1(rnu) -E 112 CV) [121

    perylene
   anthracene
1,2-benzanthracene
     pyrene

33.3 (300)
36.6 <273)
37.0 (270)
4o.o <2so)a)

1.67
1.96
2.00
2,11

a) The absorption band was not observed distinctly be-
  cause of the strong continuous absorption bands of
  pyrene in the ultraviolet region.

corresponded qualitatively to the observed ab-
sorption spectra including the new CT bands,
These results indieate that when excited to the
CT state or the loeally exeited states ot hydro-
carbon, the internal conversion to the weakly
interacting, lowest ioca)J,y excited state of the
hydrocarbon is much fasrer t:han to the fluores-
cent equilibrium CT state having an intermolec-
ular configuration clifferent frem that in the
Franck-Condon state, because of the rigid
spatial configurations between adsorbed mole-
cules.
   It seems reasonable to assume that the ob-
served CT absorption band is the Åíirst (lowest)
CT band, because of the followtng arguments.
The energy difference between the Åíirst and sec-
ond CT bands, as estirnated from the lowest and
second lowest vacant rnolecular orbitals, is 1.6
eV according te an SCF MO calculation of
anthraeene [7]. Hence, if the observed CT band
were due tg the transitiori to the second CT state,
then the first CT state should be lower than the
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lowest iocally excited state (ILa) of anthraeene,

leading to remarkable quenching of the fluores-
eence of anthracene by amine.

   It seems, therefore, highly probable that the
observed CT absorption bands are due to transi-
tions to the lowest CT Franck-CDndon states
which correspond eieetronically t.o the fluores-
cent equiiibrium CT states foun(l in solutions.
For the anthracene--tri-n-butylamine system, a
large Stokes shift of 16000cm-1 has been ob-
tained between the observed new CT a.bsorption
ban'd (272 mpt } and the CT fluorescence (483 mg>
observed in solution. This value is rat;her !arge
compared to those of weak CT eomplexes
(Ai12000cm-1 [1]).

   It is worthwhile noting that the absorption
intensities of CT bands for large-size hydro-
carbons are weaker than that for anthracene.
This can be explained by the differenee in the
degree of overlap between the interacting local-
ized urbita}s of umine and the moleeular orbitals
spread over the whole ring of the hydrocarbora
Similar behavior is observed for the CT com-•
plexes of iodine with hydrocarbons [8], In our
sYstem, the interaction between hydrocarbons
and amines in the ground state is expected to be
stronger [4] than in solutions where binding be-
tween them is considered to be negligible. As
indicateci by Hanna and co-workets for weak
complexes [9], electrostatic interactions may
play an important role in determining the stable
intermolecular configurations in the ground state
which may give rise to a rather intense contact"
CT type absorption band [8]. The contributions
of the locally excited states of the hydrocarbon
and amine to the CT Franck-Condon state are
now being investigated theoretically. The ex-
cited state of amine (Rydberg state [101) inter-
acts with the CT state to a considerable extent,
since the overlap between the lowest vaeant
molecular orbital ef hydrocarbon and the

Rydberg orbital (3p orbital of nitrogen atom) is
much larger, due to the large size of the
Rydberg orbital, than tho$e between the molecu-
lar orbitals of hydrocarbon and the lone- pair
orbital of amine. Absorpticn spectra have also
been measured in the well-known exciplex sys-
tem <aromatic arnines-aromatic hydrocarbons)
down to the ultraviolet region. The details of
these experimental and theoretical results wM
be reported elsewhere.
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]], xperimentaL Determination of the Electronic

Abg. orption Spectrum Ascribable to the 02"

Ion Adsorl}cd on Porous C.lass

by }Iiroshi Tsubomura, Naot,o Yamamoto,
Hiroyasu Sato, I<unio Yoshinaga,
Hideyuki ,Ishida, and Kiyoshi Sugishima

Department of altemistry,. P(u:ttttu ef Enaineering Sci nce,
Osaka UniversU.v, Teyonaka, Osaka, Jtepan
(necet'ved Avaust 3, 1967)

  A tube of poroqs gla,ss. i 3-sl ein loiig and with an outer

diainet•er of ll. inrft iva,$ i.)laced in u xracuuin line.

N,N,N',N'-tet,r:kmeth.yl-p-ph(mylenediamine (TMPD)
w,xs t),dsorbed ont,o it, a,nd the absorption spectrum of
t',he glass was measured wit,h light incident across the

t;ube. The absorption spectrum obtained was essen-
tially that of t•he TMPD molecule itself. The sample
was then irradiated with a high-pressure mercury lamp.
The ab$orption spect,rum arising from the irradiation is
shown in I"igure 1. In the visible region, it has three
characteristie bands readily identified Nvith those of
TMI'D+ and another band wit,h a maximum at 4200 A
(hereafter eailed the Y ban{l). The intensity of the Y
bana produced nnder various cenditions is proportional

t,o the intensity of the TAaPD+ band. The specimen
also gives an esr pat,tern shown in Figure 2 (curve a),
which is regarded to be the surn of the symmetric esr

(1) Macle and kindly donuted by CetttrsLl Research Laboratories,
Mittrubishi Electric Corp., Amagrisaki, Jttpan. It is prepared b.y
treating aikali borosilieate gl"ss with strong acid, and said to have
pores with ftsirly tiniform diaineter, 30-leO A. The surface area is
meaeurtKl to be about 271 mVg. The glp,ss is slightly opaque.

Vol'L ne ta 2Vumber i ' Jq'rtttarv 1968
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Figure I. Curve 1: the electronic absorptivn spectrum
of T"[Pl) ad.uorbed on porous glass arid irradiated by
ultravio!et light. Curve b: that of TsMPD+ (Br-) in an

ethanol soltttion. '• ' '

spectrum centei'ed at g == 2.003 for TMPD+ and an-
other spect•rum with considerably large anisotropie e
factors (curve b>. The latter seems to be in aceo.rdance
with the spectrum a$signed to the 02-" ion formed on the
siurface of zinc oxide.2, :'

  It has l)een confirried '"hat the irradiation c•f porous
glass itself causeg. neither a specifLI eleetronic spectrum

nor an esr spectrum.
  The intensit,y of the Y band depends much on the
vreatment of the porous glass before adsorption, The
results in liigure 1 are for the glass activated at about

5000 for severa} hours urider vaeuum. Witih higher
temperature and longer time of aet!vation, the intensity
of the band decreases. By a similar experiment using
the glass treated with hydrogen gas at 5000, both tbe
T"'I ij'D+ band and the Y band ft` ppear only faintly. '1io

the contrEu'y, the introduction of pure, dry oxygen (IO
mrn pressure) into the vacuum line for about 1 min iu-
crea$es to a large extent the ititensities of both absorp-
tion 1)ands produced by irradiation.`

  irL the case w•here an aromatie hydrocarbon (A) as
well as TMPD is adsorbed on the porous glass, there is
a max'ked effect on the ir}ten,sity of the photochemica}ly
formed Y band. I'"or the case ot' a- nthracene, terpheiiyl,

or naphthalene used as (A), tshe Y bancl disappears and,
instead, the spectruni corresponding to the AM anioti
appears. I'"or th.e case of fluorerie, bot,h the Y.. battd tmd

the band of fiuorene-- appea.r, I?or the case of di-
phenyl, no speetrum of clipheiLyl- appears but the Y
band does appear, CVhe,-r•e r,es')u]ts are in good accord
with the sequence oE the c']ect,ron af'finities of t,he tu'o-

matic hydrocarbo'ns. The s::ee,ies related to the Y
b:.xnd, therefore, may be roughly regarded to have an
electron affinity nearly the same as that of fluore!ie.
  Similar photoionization experiments using N,N-•
dimcthyl-p-phenylenedittmine instead of 1iiXIPD re-
sulted in the appearance of the Y band as well as tthose
for the phen.yleriecliamine cattion.

Tl,,t .fn•ttr?tttt or Pltllet'eal Chcmistrv

NoTF.s
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Figure 2. Curve a: the esr spectrum of irradiated TMPD
adsorbed on porous glass. Curve b: the spectrum is
tentatively divided int{) two eomponents in such a way that
theii' stim agrees with curve a.

  Alt the above resu}ts seem to suggest fairly stro i
t})at t)ie eas'rie}' for the Y batid is 02-.

  Tl)e photoionization of TMPD in low temperature
ma,h`ices hasb been ext,ensively studied.5•6 It is
concluded that photoionization under riear-ultraviolet
light, is caustrd by a two-st•ep mechariism via the lowest

triplet state, I"or the present case, thet'efore, it is
reasonable to sul')pose t•hat electrons are oJ'ectecl from
'!'A,fl)1) by a two••step exeitation. Our presev,t results

suggest that Lhe electt}rons thus ejected return quickly
to 'l"i"vl I)])+ unless an acceptor, O•2 or ttn aromtvtic, trLips

it'

  rlihompson and KleiBberg7 reported many years ago
that alkali superoxides formed in liquid ammonia
showed a band at about 3800 A, svhich they assigned to
02-'. Wepreparedpotassiumsuperoxideandmeasured
t,he absorpt,io" spectrum of its solution in liquid am-

monia. No absorption peak has been found, but an
absorption arig,ing monotonically to 3000 A has been
obtained.

(`wt) For exiunple, R, J. Kekes, 1'ru'c. ",'tl Jntern. C'o)iar. Catatueie,
Amstcrrdain, 19e4, 1, 484 (1965); J, !I. Luns!ord und J, P. Jayne,
J'. (!he,n. J'hvs., 44, 14g7 (1`J66).

(:;) Accerdiiig to MclAtLet}lan, et (il., t!ie Os- ion in tm aqueous solu-
t,ion shewts iLn ultraviolet ttbsorption tipectrum at ftbouV the sutlne
re.g,ion "f wuirelents,th as the "t' band, but its esr spectrum is quite
tlifferftnt froi" t.hutJ obtiLined in the present paper: A. D, rvIeLachlan,
M. C. Il,. Syriions, nnd M. G.,Towtisond, J, Cltemi. Soc., 9J"2 0959).

(`1) IJtifler humitl conditions, TMPD+ is instant:Lneously tortned by
Lhe ii}tr(,ctu(:ti"n Gf oxygeii. Under strictly dry eonditions, no
IXtselJl.Yi;rtiwaif,.:)ti:,ll?d Witli'the introduction of oxygeri until the speci-

(5) N. Yttma"toto, Y. Nakato, and },I. Tsubomura, BuU. Chem, 6'oc.
Jttpan, 40, 451 (1967), and pupers cited therein.

(6) K. D. Cadognri and A. ,:1. Albrecht, J. Chem. Pltys,, 43, 2550
(1965); G. I],'. Joh"s(,n, W. M. McC!ain, and tL C. Albrecht, ibid.,
43, 2911 (1965); NV. IS(. McCl}'LiTi tuid A, C. Albrecht, ib?ld., 43, 465
(i96or).

(7) J. K. T}tompson und J. 1<leinberg, J. Am. C'hutn. Soc., 73, 1243
095l), We ttre itidebted to Professor Kleinberg fovdotail'ed informa-
t,iun on hiti work" pnblishe(t a long tiine ago.
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  Rolfe, et al.,8 recentJly reporticd a broad absorption
spect,rum :tg 2r)OO A, togetiher with a fiuorescence spec-
t,riiin whicl) ti})ey :tst ign l;o ()2- i" t,he cryst,ti,1 of alka}i

halideg, fut ed i" an oxyget) ai,inosphere. Also, Czapski

and Dorfmtm! atsigne,d t;he absorpt,ion band at about
2400 A- obtained by the pulse rttdiolysis of the H20-02
system to 02-. The,se txvo results seem to offer reliable

data for the spectrum of t}}e 02- ion. Our spectrum,
though at, a different, wavelength, rnay .xlso be valid,
because t,he position of the spectrum may be susceptiblE
to t,he enviro.nment]. Another alternative is that ou't"
Y b, and i'ni.ff}it, be i,hc fh'st band of 02'-, whieh is inuch•

weal<er tr}}an the seeotid band, which may be the spec;••
tra fountfi by the ,r..bove ai.tthors, (In our experkment,

no absorl)t,ion ban(1 below 35oo A can be measured.)

(8) J. Rolfe, F, R. Lipeett, and W, J. King, Phvs. Rev., 123, 447
(1961).

(9> G, Csapski and L, M, Dorfman, J, Phys. Chem., 68, 1169 <1964),



     Appendix of the Reprint [71he Xnteraction of Oxygen

with Organie Molecules,Ir].

     A-1. Phosphorescence deeay eu]?ves of adsorbed ct-cX-

naphthalene at va]?ious oxygen pi?essures at 770K. ......1

     A---2. Phosphoreseenee decay eurves of adsorbed

     naphthalene at various oxygen pressures at 770K. ..3

     A--3 Calculation of the naturaZ reLdiative lifetirne

of triplet-state naphthalene f'i?om i;he observ'ed

triplet4-sing].et absorptSon speetrum of naphthalene--

po:t,ous glass adsorbate fimmersed in liquid oxygen at 770K.

                                     ...............,..5
     A--4 Ternperature dependences of the

phosphoreseence lifetimes of adsorbed biphenyl and

naphthalene, . , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

     A--5 Phosphorescenee decay curves of adsorbed

biphenyl at various temperatures. . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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